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Abstract 

 

Is Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign genuinely fighting corruption, or does it serve 

to expand Xi’s power? This “hunt for tigers and flies” is second to none in the history 

of the Communist Party of China. In the first 29 months of Xi’s tenure, 104 “tigers” – 

corrupt cadres at or above vice-provincial/ministerial level – have been confirmed of 

being brought down in the campaign, including 4 national leaders. It is Xi’s first 

sweep of his new broom and tells a story more than anticorruption itself. This thesis 

studies the early stage of Xi’s campaign against corruption from November 2012 to 

March 2015 from quantitative and network perspectives and illustrates the political 

dynamics that drive anticorruption in a period when the new autocrat consolidates his 

power. First, the thesis examines the temporal and geographical/functional 

distribution of tigers and concludes that it is a thorough campaign fueled by the 

autocrat’s increase of power. The process of Xi Jinping’s consolidating power pushes 

through anticorruption. Second, analysis of the tiger succession shows that Xi Jinping 

does not often apply outsider succession to fill the vacancies by his own loyalists. It 

suggests that the anticorruption campaign does not directly expand his power by 

personnel appointment. Third, this thesis draws a colleague network of the fallen 

tigers and uses centrality measurement to identify factional structure in the sociogram. 

Network analysis helps find out whether Xi Jinping takes advantage of the tiger hunt 

to strike down his enemies and, if he does, who he targets at. It turns out that there are 

factional groups that Xi cracks down, and the purge creates a favorable climate for 

Xi’s transcendence from a first-among-equals leader in power-sharing arrangements 

to an unchallengeable autocrat.  

 

Keywords: anticorruption, China, Xi Jinping, network analysis, faction  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

In the first chapter, we portray a general picture of the ongoing anticorruption 

campaign in the Communist Party of China (CCP) under Xi Jinping’s (習近平) 

command. We associate it with the acts of Xi’s two predecessors, Jiang Zemin (江澤

民) and Hu Jintao (胡錦濤), and establish a pattern that anticorruption upsurge is 

observed in all of their early tenures. We then raise the question of what motivate 

these anticorruption campaigns: a pursuit of either regime legitimacy from good 

governance, or personal autocracy by purging enemies.  

 

This chapter reviews the relevant literature on corruption, especially in the context of 

communist China, and tries to answer it in an analytical framework provided by 

authoritarian politics theories. Anticorruption campaign brings about an environment 

that a new autocrat needs for the purpose of breaking the power-sharing arrangements 

that cage him. The last section of this chapter lays out the research design of this 

thesis, including its unit of analysis, time scope, empirical evidence to be examined 

and strategies to do that, and source of data.  

 

1.1. Background and Research Question 

Why do all the three paramount leaders of CCP in the post-Deng era begin their 

tenures by a furious anticorruption campaign? It seems an established pattern that the 

coronation of a new autocrat is followed by the downfall of high-ranking cadres for 

corruption. Jiang Zemin took the office of the General Secretary of CCP in 1989, yet 

he lived in the shadow of party elders like Deng Xiaoping (鄧小平) and Chen Yun (陳

雲) and military strongmen like the Yang Brothers (楊家將, yang jia jiang). It was not 
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until the Fourth Plenary Session of the 14
th

 Central Committee
1
 in September 1994 

that Jiang truly ruled the party-state in name and in reality (Kou, 2010a). Soon after 

that, Chen Xitong (陳希同), the Party Chief of Beijing Municipality who had been for 

long rumored as a major challenger of Jiang’s authority, was put under inspection by 

the Central Commission for Discipline Inspection (CCDI) in July 1995 and finally 

sentenced to imprisonment in 1998. Chen was the only member of the Political 

Bureau of CCP Central Committee (Politburo) who was investigated and put in jail 

for corruption during Jiang’s rule.  

 

A similar drama was put on show in the early stage of Hu Jintao’s tenure. According 

to the annual reports of Supreme People’s Procuratorate, the number of senior state 

officials – either defined as those at or above vice-divisional level or as those at or 

above vice-provincial/ministerial level
2
 – who are prosecuted for corruption reaches 

its peak of Hu Jintao’s entire tenure in 2004 (Chang, 2014). The year of 2004 is the 

second full year after Hu became General Secretary and he fully took over the 

supreme power no earlier than the September of this year when he was elected the 

Chairmen of Central Military Commission (CMC)
3
 at the Fourth Plenary Session of 

the 16
th

 Central Committee. Two years later, his Politburo decided to investigate into 

Chen Liangyu (陳良宇), the Party Chief of Shanghai Municipality and a Politburo 

member, for reasons of corruption in September 2006.  

 

Xi Jinping, like his predecessors, began his rule with an iron fist punch against 

corruption. The scale of his campaign has gone beyond expectations of most Chinese 

                                                        
1 In this thesis, “Central Committee” refers to the CCP Central Committee unless specified otherwise.  
2 The full-/vice-provincial level is alternatively and equally known as full-/vice-ministerial level. The usage of 

these two alternatives depends on the administrative context of discussion. This thesis uses “full-/vice-provincial 

level” to refer to either of them.  
3 There are two bodies sharing the same name of CMC in China: one as a party organ and the other as a state 

organ. The party CMC and state CMC are institutionally parallel in the sense that they are exactly the same organ 

composed of the same leadership, supported by the same staff and exercising the same powers. The tenures of two 

CMCs do not completely coincide: the party CMC is elected in party congresses, usually in the autumn or winter 

of a year, while the state CMC is re-elected accordingly in the following National People’s Congress in the next 

March. During the brief periods of different leaderships, the party CMC is in actual military command. Therefore, 

“CMC” in this thesis refers to the party organ unless specified otherwise.  
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nationals and foreign analysts. Up till March 2015, Xi has put 104 tigers
4
 under 

disciplinary inspection (see Table 1-1 and Appendix 1), including 4 incumbent or 

retired national leaders, 4 full members of Central Committee, 10 alternative members 

of Central Committee and 2 CCDI members. Even retirement
5
 is no longer a safe exit. 

Zhou Yongkang (周永康), the former security tsar and a Standing Member of the 17
th

 

Politburo, and Xu Caihou (徐才厚), a retired Vice-Chairman of CMC, are often 

referred to as the two symbolic figures down in the campaign to prove the seriousness 

of Xi Jinping in combatting corruption. Zhou is the first and so far the only 

full-state-level leader that has ever been taken down for corruption in CCP history and 

Xu was the highest-ranking military officer on this 90-year long list by the time of his 

downfall.
6
  

 

What makes Xi’s campaign different from the precedents of Jiang and Hu is its 

massive scale. The number of tigers in the early stage of Xi’s tenure far exceeds that 

of the same periods of Jiang and Hu. In his first two years from 2002 to 2004, Hu 

Jintao brought down only 19 tigers, while Xi Jinping put down 82 tigers from 2012 to 

2014, more than 4 times the number of Hu. In fact, before the 18
th

 Party Congress, the 

total number of CCP cadres at or above vice-provincial level who are punished 

because of corruption is merely 133 in the entire history of the party (Yang, 2013).
7
 It 

takes Xi 29 months to strike down almost as many tigers as all his predecessors did in 

total.  

 

                                                        
4 “Tiger” in this thesis is defined as a senior cadre at or above vice-provincial level or a military officer at or above 

vice-army level who is disciplined due to corruption. For a brief illustration of relevant administrative rank levels 

of CCP cadres, see Appendix 4.  
5 “Retirement” in this thesis refers to not only full retirement but semi-retirement too, the latter of which is known 

as “retirement from leading posts” (退居二線, tuiju erxian). Accordingly, a retired cadre in this thesis can be 

completely relieved from any public service or be shifted to those “second-front” (二線, erxian) units, including 

but not limited to People’s Congress and Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC).  
6 Guo Boxiong (郭伯雄) has surpassed Xu Caihou in the military tiger ranking. Falling in April 2015, Guo was a 

Vice-Chairman of CMC between 2002 and 2012, but he ranked second in CMC members while Xu ranked third.  
7 The original figure in Yang’s statistics is 136 but it includes 3 tigers struck down by Xi Jinping. According to 

another study (Zhang, 2012), there have been 76 cadres, at or above vice-provincial level, criminalized for bribery 

in CCP history.  
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As we see from Table 1-1, 72 civilian cadres and 32 military officers were put under 

disciplinary inspection for corruption in the first 29 months of Xi’s rule. The only 

full-state-level leader among them is Zhou Yongkang. The other two vice-state-level 

civilian leaders are Su Rong (蘇榮) and Ling Jihua (令計劃), both as Vice-Chairman 

of the National Committee of CPPCC. Among the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) 

officers, the only national leader is Xu Caihou. 

 

Table 1-1: Number of Tigers in Xi Jinping’s Early Tenure 

Civilian Cadres 

Rank Level
1
 FS VS   FP VP Total 

Number of Tiger 1 2   7 62 72 

Military Officers 

Rank Level
2
  VS FMR VMR FA VA Total 

Number of Tiger  1 0 6 10 15 32 

Note:  

1. Civilian rank levels: FS: full-state level; VS: vice-state level; FP: full-provincial level; VP: 

vice-provincial level.   

2. Military rank levels: VS: vice-state level; FMR: full-military-regional level; VMR: 

vice-military-regional level; FA: full-army level; VA: vice-army level. An army officer at 

full-/vice-army level is generally equal to a civilian official at full-/vice-provincial level. Full- and 

vice-military-regional levels in army ranking are between full-/vice-state and full-/vice-provincial 

levels in civilian ranking.  

 

Against the background of this massive scale, is corruption the sole consideration 

when Xi Jinping’s tiger-hunting machine looks for targets? The Bo Xilai (薄熙來) 

scandal from early 2012 to late 2013, full of Shakespearean drama, gives us a glimpse 

of the fierce factional infighting going on in Beijing politics. Many suspect, quite 

reasonably, that Xi may need to take advantage of a political movement, e.g. in the 

name of cleansing corruption, to fight his enemies so that he can quickly consolidate 

authority. The full-scale purge of Zhou Yongkang’s followers in this anticorruption 

campaign seems to confirm the theory. Further, it has come to our attention that there 

have been no major princeling (太子黨) or member of the Shanghai Gang (上海幫) 
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on the tiger list. Does this imply an element of factional politics in Xi’s corruption 

fighting? Is Xi Jinping actually fighting corruption, or merely fighting his enemies?  

 

This is the question of this thesis. The cadres under study are those at or above 

vice-provincial level and were brought down in Xi Jinping’s tiger hunt from 

November 2012 to March 2015. The thesis focuses only on the most high-ranking 

corruption cases because they are more “political” than thousands of lower-ranking 

cases. A study on these tigers is expected to tell us more about the factional dynamics, 

if any, in anticorruption.  

 

The time scope of this thesis serves theoretical purposes. The early stage of an 

autocrat’s rule is a period of uncertainties. On one hand, the new autocrat attempts to 

consolidate his power among regime elites and set new parameters (or as Xi himself 

calls them, the “New Normal”, 新常態, xin changtai) for the rest of his tenure, 

pointing out the direction he shall lead his country toward. On the other, the autocracy 

is relatively vulnerable to challenges from both regime elites and the general public. 

These challenges can be legitimate – from the regime’s perspective – like formal 

impeachment; they can also be illegitimate, like coup d’etat of military officers or 

revolution by the people. It is a period of unsettled equilibrium of political dynamics 

and it is extraordinarily interesting to see what role anticorruption campaign plays in 

this process.  

 

1.2. Literature Review 

There are many approaches to the definition of corruption, but it is most commonly 

defined in a behavior-classifying way. (Johnston, 1996) In general, corruption is 

defined as the abuse of public offices deviating from formal rules and norms in order 

to serve private ends. (Huntington, 1968; Manion, 2004; Wedeman, 2012; Fackler & 
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Lin, 1995) This definition has a counterpart in the Chinese language: yi quan mou si 

(以權謀私). (Tu, 2012) The “private ends” hereof are not limited to individual interest. 

They also include those of one’s close family or private clique. (Nye, 1967)  

 

Corruption in communist China draws wide attention from political scientists and 

abundant research has been done in a variety of issues. First, scholars dig into 

archives to study the history of corruption inside the revolutionary party. Second, 

corruption has presented itself in a fairly evolutionary way in the reform era, and 

many studies describe how corruption develops in contemporary China and its 

relationship with economic growth. Third, scholars try to illustrate what cause 

corruption, and more specifically which political factors contribute to the occurrence 

of corruption in China. Fourth, there is a policy demand for effective countermeasures 

to fight corruption and some scholars dedicate their work in putting forward proper 

advice. Last but certainly not least, political scientists are interested in the political 

motivation behind anticorruption efforts, whose patterns are particularly shaped by 

the regime’s legitimacy consideration.  

 

Historically, the battle against corruption of CCP dates back to its very birth. On 

August 4, 1926, CCP issued its first anticorruption policy paper after an extended 

meeting of Central Committee, which gave the direction to eliminate all corrupt 

cadres from the party. (Institute of Discipline Inspection and Supervision, 2002) In the 

first years after CCP took power in mainland China, the party launched a series of 

anticorruption battles, e.g. “Three Anti” (三反, san fan) and “Five Anti” (五反, wu 

fan). Chuanli Wang (2004) and Zhimin Shang (2003) both point out that these battles 

successfully suppressed overuse of public assets for cadres’ personal comfort and 

drove corruption issue off the list of CCP’s major concerns in the decades to come.  

 

It is widely agreed, however, that increasing corruption has turned a most profound 
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problem for the regime ever since the economic reform and opening-up. Julia Kwong 

(1997) suggests that this issue is partly responsible for the Tiananmen movement in 

1989. Zengke He (2003) provides a calculation of corruption case number that 

increases by 20% annually between 1979 and 2001. It is estimated by Angang Hu 

(2001) that corruption leads to economic loss that is worth about 13.2% to 16.8% of 

China’s total GDP in the late 1990s. In Corruption Perceptions Index by Transparency 

International, Chinese mainland is the 83
rd

 cleanest among 168 economies in 2015, 

the 100
th

 among 175 economies in 2014, and the 80
th

 among 177 in 2013.
8
  

 

Scholars present various directions in which corruption grows. Andrew Wedeman 

(2004) summarizes the trends that corruption in China is enduring a qualitative 

change as high-level, high-stakes corruption is increasing more rapidly than other 

forms of official malfeasance. But in his more recent work, Wedeman (2012) also 

reminds us that corruption cases, in the measurement of cumulative frequency and 

increase rate, reach a peak in the mid-1990s and have been kept at a high yet stable 

level in the 21
st
 century. Yong Guo (2008) makes similar observations. In answering 

which fields are most prone to corruption, Ting Gong and Muluan Wu (2012) identify 

government procurement, construction contracting, land transaction and personnel 

management as the most vulnerable areas.  

 

Corruption is developing in Chinese bureaucracy in certain patterns. Zengke He (2003) 

finds that the problem does not only erode across functional units of government but 

also spreads itself upward to the top level of state apparatus. Yong Guo (2008) and 

Andrew Wedeman (2009) suggest that high-level officials are able to evade from 

disciplinary inspection for a longer period in the 2000s than in earlier time, and Qian 

Tu (2012) furthers the point that many of them even get promoted concurrently with 

their corrupt acts. Both Zengke He (2003) and Yong Guo (2008) reveal that corrupt 

                                                        
8 The Corruption Perceptions Index is retrieved from http://www.transparency.org/research/cpi/ 
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cadres do not act alone. In many cases, the entire unit (單位, danwei) is compromised 

because a considerable proportion of unit staff conspire together led by their cadres in 

charge – so-called “nest cases” (窩案, wo an).  

 

Wedeman (2012) labels the post-Mao era as a tale of two Chinas: one of economic 

miracle and the other of rapidly worsening corruption. This paradox poses a 

theoretical challenge to scholars. (Nie, Zhang & Jiang, 2014) Huntington (1968) 

explains that corruption helps economy by allowing business to surmount laws and 

regulations that are too rigid and over-centralized by an ineffective government. The 

finding of Chuanli Wang (2001) seems to confirm this mechanism because corruption 

in China grows along with the overall socio-economic development in the 1990s. 

Xing Ni and Shan Shan Chen (2013) arrive at the opposite findings, though. They 

study the 15 vice-provincial-level municipalities
9
 and find that economic growth has 

an effect of restraining corruption in these areas of early development.  

 

Students of politics attribute corruption in China to many causes, mostly related to the 

tremendous social changes in the course of economic and political reforms. 

Cross-national studies suggest that developing or transition countries, especially those 

with low income and poor economic openness, are prone to corruption. (Svensson, 

2005) Huntington (1968) takes Britain and America to exemplify that corruption tends 

to be at a high point when the country endures the intensest modernization. The 

change of basic values, creation of new sources of wealth and power and expansion of 

government and regulation contribute to corruption.  

 

As for China, in particular, many works point to the market economic reforms in 

which rent-seeking opportunities come along and the lag of political reform. Yong 

                                                        
9 The 15 vice-provincial-level municipalities are Guangzhou, Wuhan, Harbin, Shenyang, Chengdu, Nanjing, Xi’an, 

Changchun, Jinan, Hangzhou, Dalian, Qingdao, Shenzhen, Xiamen, and Ningbo.  
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Guo (2006) refers to the transitional nature of contemporary China’s economy as the 

root cause of corruption. Guo (2008) studies 594 reported cases during 1978-2005 and 

concludes four major causes: marketization and economic opening-up; fiscal and 

administrative decentralization; privatization; and globalization. Yiping Wu (2008) 

uses provincial data from 1993 to 2001 and identifies a significant positive correlation 

between fiscal decentralization and level of corruption. Songliang Yang and Shu Keng 

(2011) provide an inverse causality, however. They base their study on provincial data 

from 1989 to 2000 and suggest that fiscal decentralization has a negative impact on 

corruption. According to Yang and Keng, it is the increasing proportion of 

infrastructure investment in total public spending that contributes to the growth of 

corruption. From the perspective of civil servants, Angang Hu and Yong Guo (2002) 

conclude that a rational self-interested official is expected to act corruptly for two 

major reasons: low formal income in the current salary system and low risk of 

exposure and punishment. Qian Tu (2012) underlines the role of low income in civil 

service and Xing Ni and Shan Shan Chen’s (2013) empirical data also suggest that 

reasonable relative salary helps reduce corruption.   

 

Morality matters too. Huning Wang (1990), a former political scientist and now an 

incumbent member of Politburo, emphasizes the significance of moral decay of cadres 

and nationals. They are under the influence of both traditional clientelism and 

emerging money worship in the market economy. Qingyu Ma (2002) specifically 

discusses how Chinese culture of informal rules (潛規則, qian guize) affects modern 

corruption.  

 

Political institutions are often held responsible. In the analysis by Samual Huntington 

(1968), he highlights China as an example of centralized bureaucracy, a type that is 

more prone to corruption in general. The CCP regime is highly horizontally 

centralized at each administrative level. Qian Tu (2012) calls for power checking in 
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China’s unitary power structure where party committees hold the monopoly over the 

process of policymaking, implementation, and supervision. The monopoly hinders 

effective anticorruption.  

 

Party cadres are politically incentivized to corrupt in the CCP regime. Xiaobo Lü 

(2000) gives a theoretical framework with the core concept of “organizational 

involution”. CCP fails to adapt to routinization and maintain its revolutionary 

competence and identity. The party members, therefore, seek to adjust through 

traditional modes of operation that gives rise to a patrimonial regime. Samual 

Huntington (1968) sees corruption as a compensation for the lack of political standing 

and promotion prospects of low-level cadres, and Simon Fan and Herschel Grossman 

(2000) further argue that corruption is a substitute motive for cadres to take on 

entrepreneurship in developing local economy.  

 

Some arrangements in cadre management affect level of corruption. Xing Ni and 

Shan Shan Chen (2013) confirm a positive correlation between level of corruption and 

tenure length of the municipal party chief. Gang Chen and Shu Li (2012) and Yijiang 

Wang, Wei Chi and Wenkai Sun (2008) find that post exchange (崗位交流, gangwei 

jiaoliu) helps reduce corruption yet outsider succession (異地調任, yidi diaoren) 

leads to a rather complicated result.  

 

Government size can be a factor, as suggested by Xing Ni and Shan Shan Chen (2013) 

that the relationship between number of government employees and level of 

corruption reveals itself in an inverted U curve. Larger government size has a mixed 

effect on corruption level: positive effect by more rent-seeking, and negative effect by 

the affluence of public service.  

 

What measures can effectively deter corruption? As a general rule, Robert Nowak 
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(2001) suggests that democracy, economic openness and, most importantly, growth 

tend to help but only in a slow manner. Zengke He (2000) agrees with Nowak that 

democratic political reform is essential in any serious fight against corruption, while 

Yan Sun and Michael Johnston (2009) find democracy ineffective in checking 

corruption based on their comparative study of China and India.  

 

Most policy advice focuses on institutional design. Scholars like Qian Tu (2012) and 

Huihua Nie and Zhihui Tong (2014) underline power checking and supervision. 

Others suggest that the incentive structure of cadres for corruption should be 

manipulated. Angang Hu and Yong Guo (2002) take the amplification of risk of being 

caught as the most decisive measure, while Melanie Manion (2004) suggests that the 

government should reduce the payoff of corrupt acts and make the reduction publicly 

known. There are debates about whether a Hong Kong- or Singaporean-style 

independent anticorruption agency will work in China: Zengke He (2008) endorses 

such an agency, but Jakob Svensson (2005) takes Hong Kong and Singapore as mere 

exceptions to the failure in general. Besides institutional design, Chuanli Wang (2001) 

reminds us of the importance of anticorruption strategy, and Xing Ni (2003) specifies 

his three-part strategy: moral education, social movement, and institutional constraint.  

 

Anticorruption efforts are often meant to achieve something beyond anticorruption. 

CCP does not have a constant incentive to fight corruption in a universal standard. For 

example, Jun Zhang, Yuan Gao, Yong Fu and Hong Zhang (2007) decide not to take 

corruption case number as a genuine indicator of corruption level, but instead as an 

indicator of the intensity of anticorruption measures. As Simon Fan and Herschel 

Grossman (2000) point out, discipline enforcement on corrupt cadres can be highly 

selective for economic and political purposes.  

 

Economically, Elizabeth Quade (2007) regards the periodic and concerted attempts of 
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anticorruption as by-products of economic policy decisions. Anticorruption serves to 

reduce over-investment and decrease inflation. Quade’s theory is furthered by Ting 

Gong (1994), who argues that all anticorruption campaigns are designed to facilitate 

“higher” political goals: regime transformation from 1949 to 1953, regime 

consolidation from 1954 to 1966, and modernization since 1978.  

 

Politically, anticorruption partly derives from the regime’s legitimacy concern. Leslie 

Holmes (1993) asserts that leaders in communist states are well aware that corruption 

undermines the ideological foundation of their rule and they have to take proactive 

measures in response. Many scholars agree that this general assertion applies to China. 

Melanie Manion (2004) claims that those campaign-style countermeasures are 

actually aimed at boosting regime legitimacy. The discussion of whether they are 

effective in eliminating corruption can be completely off the point because, as Andrew 

Wedeman (2005) points out, Chinese leadership will be satisfied as long as corruption 

is “under control”. Guilhem Fabre (2001) highlights the dilemma where CCP regime 

is trapped when fighting corruption: “should one fight corruption to save the country 

or not fight it to save the party?” As the result, the party often purposefully omits 

high-level, high-stakes corruption cases. Corruption of top leaders is only exposed, as 

Wedeman (2012) observes, when there is factional infighting going on, e.g. the Chen 

Xitong case, Xiamen Smuggling Ring case and Chongqing Organized Crime case.  

 

Jakob Svensson (2005) suggests that anticorruption agencies are commonly used as 

an instrument to repress political enemies. Is that the reason why CCP leaders begin 

their reign by furious anticorruption campaigns? Few works have been done to answer 

this question, but Chih-Chung Chang (2014) contributes a pioneer and inspiring work 

herein. Chang compares the two campaigns against corruption in early years of Hu 

Jintao and Xi Jinping and finds that both campaigns serve the same purpose despite 

the difference of measures taken: to centralize power in the new General Secretary. 
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Therefore, an anticorruption campaign may both serve the legitimacy of CCP as a 

whole and the personal interest of the paramount leader. This research intends to 

testify whether Xi Jinping’s tiger hunt serves Xi in this way.  

 

1.3. Main Argument 

“People’s democracy” (人民民主, renmin minzhu) is a pillar of CCP ideology, but the 

regime is always deemed autocratic. The general public is disenfranchised and 

provided with no free, fair and competitive election to determine the composition of 

leadership. (Svolik, 2012) This totalitarian system, in Linz’s (2000) sense, has 

degenerated and transformed into a new variant, but the ruling machines passed down 

by Mao Zedong (毛澤東) are still functioning in respect of social control and 

repression. (Wu, 2007) The general public cannot vote down a government, so there is 

no electoral procedure to buffer public discontent about increasing disparity of wealth, 

growing cronyism and prevalent corruption in the party-state.  

 

In light of the very limited extent of actual political participation of ordinary citizens, 

the general public with resentment of this massive corruption can only impose a 

potential threat of revolution that would entirely overthrow the regime when their 

anger is above a certain threshold. This is conceptualized as the “revolutionary threats” 

that constrain the regime. (Bueno de Mesquita & Smith, 2009) In this sense, the alarm 

repeated by generations of CCP leaders, including Xi Jinping (Xi, 2012), Hu Jintao (J. 

Hu, 2012), and Jiang Zemin (Jiang, 2000), is very real that corruption could “doom 

the party and the state” (亡黨亡國, wang dang wang guo).
10

 As early as in the 1980s, 

                                                        
10 It is worth noting that the three paramount leaders put this issue in similar yet subtly different wording, which 

presents a trend of increasing concern. According to Jiang Zemin, if the party’s “discipline goes limp and 

organization lax, it is not impossible that the party and the state are threatened to be doomed.” (Jiang, 2000) In Hu 

Jintao’s report, he stated: “corruption, if not dealt with properly, can cause fatal damage to the party and even 

doom the party and the state.” (J. Hu, 2012) When it comes to Xi Jinping, he addressed the Politburo in a most 

assuring tone that “substantial facts are telling us that the problem of corruption is growing ever severer and is sure 

to lead to the doom of the party and the state eventually!” (Xi, 2012)  
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CCP leaders recognized that corruption was an issue capable of mobilizing mass 

protests across social strata and unifying workers, cadres, soldiers and students 

together against the ruling party, the leadership, and the regime. (Wu, 2014) It 

compels the top leadership to respond to these revolution constraints and strive for 

regime survival. (Acemoglu & Robinson, 2006)  

 

Therefore, it is imperative for the party to deal with corruption reasonably and ease 

the social resentment. One option of response is repression. (Slater & Fenner, 2011) 

But as public discontent rises, the cost – political and financial – of repression can 

easily go unaffordable. More importantly, it creates a moral hazard: heavy reliance on 

established forces like army and police inevitably leads to huge resource input into 

those forces and institutional autonomy of them. It is difficult to ensure that they will 

never turn against the autocrats. (Svolik, 2012) In spite of the party’s divine principle 

“guns under the party command” (黨指揮槍, dang zhihui qiang), PLA generals are 

always a force to be reckoned in Beijing politics, particularly observable in Hu 

Jintao’s early years before he gained a firm grasp of commanding power. In the late 

Hu Jintao era, “stability maintenance” (維穩, wei wen) became such an overriding 

issue that the commanding institution of domestic security, Central Politics and Law 

Commission (CPLC), obtained power so disproportionate to its legal status that the 

person-in-charge, Zhou Yongkang, was made a security tsar feared by everyone.  

 

Xi is apparently taking another option: to confront corruption and cleanse it. Wang 

Qishan (王岐山), the Secretary of CCDI and the campaign’s person-in-charge, 

describes his goal as making party cadres “dare not, cannot, and do not want to” 

corrupt (K. Wang, 2014). He further states that “treating the symptom (治標, zhibiao) 

is our focus for now in order to win us time for treating the cause (治本, zhiben).” 

(“Wang qishan”, 2013; CCDI/Ministry of Supervision, 2014) It is a variant of regime 

legitimacy by results: to win the heart of people by cleansing corruption, significantly 
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in the short run and completely in the long run. Even if the anticorruption results that 

the party brings at the moment are not satisfactory enough, the very act of confronting 

corruption shows the party’s resolve and helps ease public discontent. This is why the 

CCP propaganda branch in these days is so vigorously publicizing the Zhou Yongkang 

case in order to “prove that China’s anticorruption campaign is not selective” (J. 

Wang, 2014) and that the tacit rule of “Standing Members of Politburo are immune to 

punishment” (刑不上常委, xing bu shang changwei) has been torn up (Gu, 2014).  

 

Nevertheless, “fighting corruption” is not the only perspective to read into this 

campaign. It can also be interpreted that Xi Jinping makes all the sound and fury for 

the purpose of consolidating his personal autocracy. We learn that Xi is seeking a 

place in CCP history among the party greats (Zhai, 2014a). Now that all the reform 

issues still awaiting solution are “tough bones” (Chan, 2014), it takes nothing less 

than an autocrat with supreme authority to push through the reform agenda. The 

problem is: unlike Mao Zedong or Deng Xiaoping, Xi does not possess any personal 

authority that derives from revolutionary credentials. Xi is merely the first among 

equals in the Standing Committee of Politburo.  

 

The political elites within selectorate are potential challengers who can take the 

leader’s place in accordance with rules and norms of the regime. (Bueno de Mesquita, 

et al., 2003) Svolik (2012) calls it “allies’ rebellion”. In order to secure support from 

as many selectorate members as possible, the leader in office is to credibly commit 

himself to sharing power with his winning coalition. (Gehlbach & Keefer, 2011) In 

post-Deng China, the solution for the absence of strongman is the division of labor 

within the Standing Committee of Politburo. The “system of collective leadership” 

(集體領導制, jiti lingdao zhi), as appraised by some pro-government scholars, is the 

institutional key to China’s remarkable development under CCP leadership. (Hu, 

2014a) Angang Hu (2012; 2014b) calls it “collective presidency (集體總統制，jiti 
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zongtong zhi)”. In Svolik’s (2012) examination, the success of power-sharing 

arrangements in CCP is a result of the establishment of institutions that help alleviate 

monitoring problems.  

 

The power-sharing arrangements, however, lead the party to another problem: lack of 

authority of the autocrat by which he can command regime elites and steer the 

party-state – and make a decisively turn if necessary. The problem looks particularly 

pressing in the time when Chinese reform stagnates. Xi Jinping, a first-among-equals 

leader who rises to power in institutionalized politics and on the consent of most 

selectorate members, can hardly bring about massive policy changes when they are 

against the interest of regime elites. (Kou, 2006) The established “reciprocal 

accountability” (Shirk, 1993) between Central Committee and the autocrat prevents 

Xi from rewriting the script.  

 

This explains why Xi Jinping needs a massive campaign, so far-reaching and 

forbidding, to break existing patterns of power sharing and establish his personal 

authority. Svolik (2012) points out that power sharing frequently fails due to the 

emergence of personal autocracy. In his analysis, when the environment external to 

the selectorate allows the autocrat to repress his peers hard enough while he 

aggressively centralizes power in himself, his allies shall eventually lose their 

rebellion capacity and can no longer punish the autocrat’s opportunism. The 

power-sharing arrangements are thus broken and the autocrat rises from a 

first-among-equals to an unchallengeable leader. (Svolik, 2012)  

 

Many analysts interpret the high-profile propaganda on cases like Zhou Yongkang as 

either an effort to establish Xi’s supremacy in the party (Chen, 2014) or as signals 

intentionally released to show that Xi is already in full command (Anderlini & 

Hornby, 2014). Xi is taking advantage of his anticorruption campaign to rightfully 
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remove political enemies and establish his unchallengeable status. (Huang, 2014; 

Sternberg, 2014; Tiezz, 2014; X. Wang, 2014) But this simple theory of “fighting 

enemies” – that Xi Jinping purges his rival factions and replaces them with king’s 

men – falls short in explaining why so many high-ranking cadres outside any of the 

factional groups are also taken down at all the political cost for the party-state. The 

ongoing anticorruption campaign is far more than directly taking down enemies. It 

creates a climate where Xi’s colleagues dare not oppose his power centralization and 

all regime elites get in line with Xi’s agenda. The factional groups that are cracked 

down are not only presumed to be in Xi’s way but are also reminders for the audience 

of other regime elites of what shall happen to those who dare to oppose.  

 

To sum up, Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign is a costly yet necessary cause. The 

prevalent corruption in the party-state erodes legitimacy and can potentially doom the 

regime, which compels Xi to take decisive measures to respond to public discontent. 

The scale and complexity of corruption in CCP ask Xi to make the full use of his 

institutional power, and it is impossible to push the campaign through without 

consolidating his status within the party first. Further, Xi Jinping’s ambition of 

steering the country to realize the “Chinese Dream” (中國夢, zhongguo meng) asks 

him to adopt massive reform agenda. This cannot happen against the vested interest of 

regime elites if Xi is confined within the institutionalized power-sharing arrangements 

in the post-Deng era. Therefore, he needs the unprecedented anticorruption campaign 

to create a climate in favor of his establishing personal authority so that he can push 

through his ambitious reform agenda.  

 

1.4. Research Design 

This thesis applies quantitative and network strategies to study the early stage of Xi 

Jinping’s anticorruption campaign. It examines temporal and geographical/functional 
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distribution of tigers, analyzes the tiger succession by finding out what type of 

successors fill the vacant positions, and draws a colleague network of tigers in order 

to discuss factional dynamics, if any, in Xi Jinping’s combat against corruption.  

 

1.4.1. Unit of Analysis 

The unit of analysis of this thesis is individual cadre defined as “tiger”: the corrupt 

cadres at or above vice-provincial level in the administrative ranking system of CCP
11

. 

Starting from December 2012, CCDI puts online the corruption case announcements 

of the cadres under central management (中管幹部, zhong guan ganbu) and some 

lower-ranking cadres.
12

 We compile the list of civilian tigers according to CCDI. As 

for the military tigers, PLA makes official announcements of corruption cases on its 

website from time to time
13

, from which we compile the list of military tigers.  

 

A typical vice-provincial-level position includes but is not limited to:  

- Standing member of provincial party committee, provincial vice-governor, 

vice-chairman of provincial Standing Committee of People’s Congress and 

CPPCC of the 31 provinces
14

;  

- Party chief, mayor, chairman of municipal Standing Committee of People’s 

Congress and CPPCC of the 15 vice-provincial-level municipalities;  

- Vice-minister, deputy director and deputy head of full-ministerial-level units 

directly under the State Council and Central Committee;  

- Director of vice-ministerial-level units directly under the State Council and 

Central Committee;  

                                                        
11 For an explanation of relevant administrative rank levels in CCP, see Appendix 4.  
12 The announcements are in the section of “Jilv shencha (紀律審查, Disciplinary Inspection)” on the Zhongyang 

jiwei jianchabu wangzhan (中央紀委監察部網站 , the website of CCDI/Ministry of Supervision), at 

http://www.ccdi.gov.cn/jlsc/ 
13 See Zhongguo junwang (中國軍網, 81.cn), at http://www.81.cn/ 
14 A “province” in this thesis, unless specified otherwise, refers to a provincial-level local unit that can either be a 

province, an autonomous region or a municipality directly under the State Council. The People’s Republic of 

China claims 34 provincial units, but 3 of them are not included in this thesis. The two Special Administrative 

Regions, Hong Kong and Macau, are outside the direct governance of CCP. The alleged province of Taiwan is not 

included either for similar reasons.  
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- Deputy director of full-ministerial-level offices of leading or coordination groups 

directly under the State Council and Central Committee;  

- Deputy person-in-charge of full-ministerial-level mass organizations; and  

- Deputy commander and commissar of field armies and provincial military districts; 

etc.
15

  

Cadres of these positions and even higher-ranking cadres shall be counted as tigers if 

they are put under disciplinary inspection.  

  

1.4.2. Time Scope 

This thesis studies the early stage of the anticorruption campaign launched by Xi 

Jinping. The study covers the period from November 2012 to March 2015. November 

2012 is the beginning of Xi’s rule when he was elected General Secretary of the party 

and Chairman of CMC. It is self-explanatory to choose this month to be the starting 

point. The selection of March 2015 as the cutting point, however, deserves a brief 

discussion.  

 

As this thesis is to study the early stage of Xi Jinping’s rule when new patterns of 

power dynamics are being set for the entire 10-year tenure, we need to find a cutting 

point that marks the end of the initial power-consolidating stage. There are two 

possible ways to identify an appropriate cutting point. First, we list all the significant 

positions that Xi Jinping occupies that grant him outstanding institutional powers and 

make him the paramount leader he is. The cutting point of the early stage of his tenure 

should be no earlier than the moment when he takes the last significant position. 

Second, the proclamation of his pivotal programs can be seen as the end of his early 

tenure. It takes time for a new autocrat to get accustomed of ruling the country and 

explore the direction where he would like to lead the people. When he comes up with 

a blueprint of fundamental programs, he ends the period of uncertainties and 

                                                        
15 See Appendix 2 for the provincial-level institutions relevant to the tigers in this thesis.  
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proclaims himself in full command of the governance apparatus.   

 

It turns out that March 2015 is a significant juncture that appropriately marks the end 

of Xi’s early tenure. First, by this time Xi had assumed offices of all the major 

positions that grant him autocratic powers. He was elected General Secretary of CCP 

and Chairman of CMC in November 2012, became the President of the People’s 

Republic of China in March 2013, found and chaired the Central Leading Group for 

Comprehensively Deepening Reform and the National Security Commission in 

January 2014, and found and chaired the CMC Leading Group for Deepening 

National Defense and Military Reform in March 2014. The position of General 

Secretary of the party, chairmanship of CMC and presidency of the state compose the 

trinity of supreme power in post-Deng China, and the three newly founded 

coordinating institutions are critical to Xi’s furthering his autocracy beyond Jiang 

Zemin and Hu Jintao.  

 

Second, the blueprint of Xi’s governance, summarized as the “Four Comprehensives” 

(“Renmin ribao”, 2015), was proclaimed in February 2015. The “Four 

Comprehensives” are 1) to comprehensively build a moderately prosperous society 

(全面建成小康社會); 2) to comprehensively deepen reform (全面深化改革); 3) to 

comprehensively govern the nation according to law (全面推進依法治國); and 4) to 

comprehensively strictly govern the Party (全面從嚴治黨 ). Each of the four 

programs had been propagandized in previous campaigns separately, but in early 2015 

people were told for the first time that these four programs together formed an organic 

whole and pointed to the direction of the “Chinese Dream”. The “Four 

Comprehensives” unsurprisingly set the tone for the national Two Sessions
16

 in the 

following March.  

                                                        
16 The “Two Sessions” refer to the annual meetings of People’s Congress and CPPCC. These two bodies are the 

institutions of legislation and political consultation in China and serve functions similar to those of the two houses 

of parliament in other countries.  
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Therefore, the national Two Sessions in March 2015 are the first ones after Xi 

assumed all his significant institutional powers and proclaimed his pivotal programs. 

It is a time when uncertainties ended and equilibrium under the new autocrat emerged. 

Xi had consolidated his power and set the new normal for intra-party power dynamics 

by that time. We find it a theoretically significant cutting point to close the time scope 

of this study.  

 

1.4.3. Tiger Distribution and Succession 

This thesis illustrates and analyzes temporal distribution, geographical/functional 

distribution, and succession of tigers. The discussion of these frequencies clarifies the 

correlation between tiger hunt and Xi’s power consolidation. Temporal distribution 

studies how many tigers are hunted in each month during the time scope. In this 

section, we shall mark down the key events of Xi’s power consolidation in the 

timeline and compare the trend of tiger frequency with the distribution of these events. 

The key events include Xi’s taking on significant positions and proclaiming each of 

his pivotal programs.  

 

Geographical/functional distribution sees the career tracks of the fallen tigers, i.e. in 

what provinces, central ministries, state-owned enterprises (SOEs), etc. a corrupt 

senior cadre has served. The fighting corruption interpretation of Xi Jinping’s 

anticorruption campaign leads us to expect that the tigers hunted down should be 

scattered widely across geographical and functional units of the governing system. 

That said, some provinces and institutions may have disproportionately more tigers 

than others because they are the so-called “nest cases”, i.e. the majority of its 

governing members are compromised (“Jinnian fubai”, n.d.).
17

 A simple version of 

fighting enemies interpretation, on the contrary, should predict that the tiger hunt does 

                                                        
17 For analyses of nest cases, see Sun (2004), Tu (2012) and Yang (2013).  
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not cover many provinces and institutions because Xi would seek to minimize the cost 

of anticorruption and lock down his rival factions only. The thesis pays special 

attention to the position a tiger holds when he is brought down for disciplinary 

inspection, the last position he serves before his retirement, or the province/institution 

where he most significantly builds up his career.  

 

The succession of tigers refers to who fill in the vacancies, especially whether the 

successor is promoted or transferred from within the given province/institution or as 

an outsider – cadres who do not work in the given province/institution before he is 

moved there. If the anticorruption campaign is designed to directly strike down Xi’s 

enemies and replace them with his own men, we would expect to see that outsider 

successors are significantly more than insiders. Xi would make sure that his loyalists 

fill in the vacancies left by tigers, so loyalty to Xi prevails working experience in the 

given province/institution. Xi is a new autocrat who has just risen to supremacy lately 

and cannot easily find successors he trusts within all given provinces/institutions. He 

would find someone from outside.  

 

1.4.4. Colleague Network of Tigers 

This thesis draws a network of tigers in order to identify if there are any factional 

groups among the senior corrupt cadres. We use colleague relations between cadres to 

establish ties in the sociogram, following a pioneer research of network analysis that 

studies CCP elites by Shilin Jia (2014). A tie between two tigers is coded only if they 

have worked or are working in the same province/institution at the same time. During 

their colleagueship, there can be no more than two administrative rank levels between 

their positions. Detailed coding methods are presented in Chapter 3.  

 

There are two reasons why we use colleague relations. The first is theoretical. Faction 

is classically defined on clientelist ties that should be dyadic and unequal. (Nathan, 
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1973) Colleague relations with identifiable rank levels fit this requirement. It is to be 

noted, though, that Andrew Nathan (1973) describes clientelist ties as “trellis” on 

formal bureaucracy but he does not equate colleague relations with clientelist ties. If 

the alleged factional follower is also a bureaucratic subordinate, we cannot observably 

tell the difference between a client following his patron’s directives and a bureaucratic 

subordinate following his superordinate’s orders.  

 

Tang Tsou (1976) criticizes Nathan for underestimating the role of formal bureaucracy. 

Tsou argues that colleagueship itself often constitutes factional ties. We follow this 

thread of discussion initiated by Nathan and Tsou and continued by many, e.g. Lowell 

Dittmer (1995) and Lucian Pye (1995), and define factional ties on colleagueship. If 

two cadres have an unequal colleague relation in the past, the tie is no longer 

bureaucratically directive for the subordinate but this past relation can be the basis of 

a clientelist tie. If two cadres were working together in the same province/institution 

when put under inspection, they are legitimate colleagues who fit in Tsou’s (1976) 

conception of “informal group”. If two cadres are equal colleagues in a 

province/institution, they can be factional allies and thus be coded with a potential 

factional tie. Many scholars simply adopt various types of shared identity as factional 

relationship. (See, for example, Shih, 2004; Li, 1994; 2004; 2013; Bo, 2006; Kou, 

2001; 2007; Li & Pye, 1992; Tsai & Dean, 2015) This thesis does not take this 

approach for the theoretical reasons laid above and the operational reason as follows.  

 

The second reason is operational. Factional ties, if loosely defined, can be messy. The 

types of guanxi (關係, relationship) are beyond counting, but most of them do not 

have accessible and reliable data. Colleague relations, however, are reliably recorded 

in the resumes of cadres that are readily accessible from CCP official sources.  

 

It is to be noted, of course, that colleague relations do not necessarily make factional 
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ties. In a strict sense, they only provide cadres with the chance of frequent and 

meaningful contact. Colleagues may as well develop a relationship of rivalry and 

confrontation as one of exchange and alliance. Whether a circle of cadres tied by their 

working experience is an actual faction, as a functional action group, begs further 

examination with caution.  

 

After we code colleague relations, centrality measurement assists us with the 

identification of factional groups in the network. The classical definition of faction 

requires the patron to be linked with all other members and the subordinates are 

barely linked with each other. (Nathan, 1973) Such a theoretical requirement is 

difficult to be fulfilled in reality, but statistics that derive from network analysis can 

help us determine whether a cadre is truly a patron, and thus whether a group of 

cadres makes a faction. The centrality indices (de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj, 2005) of 

the presumed patron, the highest-ranking tiger in a circle, should be higher than those 

of other circle members. The index at use in this thesis is PageRank, a powerful 

algorithm developed by Google engineers to calculate relative importance of web 

pages (Brin & Page, 1998). The theoretical implications of centrality and the 

algorithm of PageRank are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.  

 

1.4.5. Source of Data 

The data of this thesis are collected from a variety of public sources of CCP, the 

Chinese government, official news agencies, leading newspapers and a number of 

new media both in China and abroad. For personal backgrounds and career tracks of 

corrupt officials, this thesis relies on the “Chinese Political Elites Database” run by 

Chien-wen Kou at the National Chengchi University
18

 and the “Leading Cadres of 

CPC and Chinese Government Database” maintained by the official website of CCP
19

. 

                                                        
18 See “Zhonggong zhengzhi jingying ziliao ku (中共政治菁英資料庫, Chinese Political Elites Database)”, at 

http://cped.nccu.edu.tw 
19 See “Zhongguo dangzheng lingdao ganbu ziliao ku (中國黨政領導幹部資料庫, Leading Cadres of CPC and 
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The database created by Victor Shih, Wei Shan, and Mingxing Liu
20

 is for reference 

as well as others.  

 

1.5. Summary 

All the three paramount leaders in post-Deng China, Jiang Zemin, Hu Jintao and Xi 

Jinping, carried out a well-advertised campaign against corruption in the early stage 

of their tenures. The ongoing tiger hunt, however, is exceptionally massive in scale. In 

regard to putting senior cadres under disciplinary inspection, Xi does as much as all 

his predecessors in CCP history combined. Corruption is growing so devastating in 

China that a new autocrat has to respond to social resentment in that regard. It is also 

a common practice in the party to strike down political enemies in the name of 

anticorruption.  

 

The campaign is serious about cleansing corruption in a large part. The prevalence of 

corruption takes nothing less than a solidly positioned autocrat to launch a campaign 

that can really make a difference, which is why Xi has to consolidate his institutional 

powers before he pushes anticorruption through. More importantly, this thesis 

explains anticorruption in a framework of the interaction between a new autocrat and 

his fellow regime elites. The authoritarian regime in China has come to a point of 

severe challenges both at home and abroad. The party’s power-sharing arrangements 

after Deng Xiaoping may have helped sustain the economic miracle after Tiananmen 

movement, but now they are blocking the way of any ambitious leader with a vision 

to fix the regime. Therefore, Xi Jinping seeks to break these arrangements of power 

sharing and his tiger hunt helps transcend his autocracy by creating a climate that 

disables the regime elites from rebellion.  

                                                                                                                                                               
Chinese Government Database)” maintained by Zhongguo gongchandang xinwen wang (中國共產黨新聞網, CPC 

News.cn), at http://cpc.people.com.cn/gbzl/index.html 
20 See Victor Shih, Wei Shan, and Mingxing Liu, “Biographical Data of Central Committee Members: First to 

Sixteenth Party Congress,” at http://faculty.washington.edu/cadolph/index.php?page=61#ssl08 
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This thesis examines its argument by looking into the senior cadres who had been put 

under corruption inspection by the end of Xi Jinping’s early tenure. We examine the 

temporal distribution of tigers in comparison with the key events of Xi’s power 

consolidation, the provinces/institutions where these tigers are brought down, who 

succeed these fallen tigers, and the factional structures – if any – in the tigers’ 

colleague network.  
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Chapter 2: Tiger Distribution and 

Succession 

 

In this chapter, we discuss the distribution and succession of tigers. In the first section, 

we compare the monthly tiger frequency from November 2012 to March 2015 with 

the occurrence of key events of Xi Jinping’s power consolidation. In the second 

section, we categorize the tigers into three groups – central civilians, local civilians, 

and military officers – and then study their geographical/functional distribution. In the 

third section, we analyze the succession of senior corrupt cadres. We compile the 

information of who fill in the vacancies left by tigers and whether the successors are 

from within or outside the given province/institution. The empirics of temporal 

distribution, geographical/functional distribution and succession allow us to examine 

if the campaign is genuinely about cleansing corruption or/and to what extent to strike 

down Xi Jinping’s enemies.  

 

2.1. Temporal Distribution 

In the first 29 months of Xi Jinping’s rule, he hunted down almost as many tigers as 

all his predecessors did in total in the first 90 years of CCP history. Xi put three times 

more senior cadres under disciplinary inspection in the first two years than Hu Jintao, 

the last General Secretary of CCP, did in the comparable period.  

 

As many tigers as there are, the hunt unfolds itself gradually. Figure 2-1 is a line chart 

to show the monthly frequency of senior corrupt cadres between November 2012, 

when Xi Jinping was elected General Secretary of CCP and Chairman of CMC, and 

March 2015, when the first Two Sessions after the proclamation of “Four 
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Comprehensives” were held. Moreover, key events in this 29-month period that 

signify Xi Jinping’s power consolidation are marked down in the timeline. These 

events include three plenary sessions of the 18
th

 Central Committee
21

, the 2013 

national Two Sessions where Xi Jinping assumed the presidential office as the head of 

state, the founding of the three significant coordinating institutions that Xi personally 

chairs, and the proclamation of pivotal programs that later compose the “Four 

Comprehensives”
22

.  

Figure 2-1: Temporal Distribution of Tigers 

 

Three observations can be made. First, Xi Jinping takes on the anticorruption cause 

right after his coronation. The first senior corrupt cadre, Li Chuncheng (李春城), was 

put under disciplinary inspection in December 2012 right after the 18
th

 Party Congress. 

It is contrasted with the prolonged warming-up period of Hu Jintao’s anticorruption 

                                                        
21 The First Plenary Session of the 18th Central Committee was held in November 2012 immediately after the 18th 

Party Congress, so we do not mark it down in Figure 2-1.  
22 The first program of the “Four Comprehensives” – to “comprehensively build a moderately prosperous society” 

– was first proclaimed in the 18th Party Congress in November 2012, so we do not tab it in Figure 2-1.  
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campaign, as the first tiger after the 16
th

 Party Congress was hunted in August 2003, 

the 10
th

 month of Hu’s tenure. The different scenarios of the two power transitions, 

from Jiang Zemin to Hu Jintao in 2002 and from Hu Jintao to Xi Jinping in 2012, 

explain this contrast. The 2002 succession was an incomplete one. Jiang Zemin as the 

retiring General Secretary packed the new Standing Committee of Politburo with his 

loyalists. He refused to hand over the military command and retained the CMC 

chairmanship until 2004. Joseph Fewsmith (2003) calls the 2002 power transition “the 

succession that didn’t happen”. With his hands tied, Hu Jintao as the new leader could 

not swiftly execute the anticorruption program even if he intended to. Xi Jinping, on 

the contrary, took power in a much more favorable scenario. Hu Jintao left the 

leadership in a “naked retirement” (裸退, luo tui) by relieving his positions all at 

once.
23

 Xi Jinping, in return, spoke highly of Hu Jintao’s decision as embodying “his 

exemplary conduct and nobility of character” (高風亮節, gaofeng liangjie) (Yao, 

2012). The position of General Secretary of the party, chairmanship of CMC and 

presidency of the state compose the trinity of the party’s supreme power in post-Deng 

China and a leader is not in full command until he assumes all three of them. Hu 

Jintao’s “naked retirement” and Xi Jinping’s full coronation allows Xi to immediately 

take on the anticorruption cause.  

 

Second, there is a clear upward trend in the monthly frequency of tigers. The temporal 

distribution is far from a flat one. Although Xi Jinping began his tiger hunt 

immediately after the 18
th

 Party Congress, he restrained it in a limited scale in the first 

year of his rule. Only 12 senior cadres were inspected for corruption from November 

2012 to October 2013, and none of them are military officers. The peak in these 12 

months is June 2013 when 3 tigers are hunted. There are 4 months without any tiger 

in this year. In the second year, however, the monthly frequency significantly goes up. 

                                                        
23 Except for the time lag of the national presidency transition. National People’s Congress, annually held in 

March, elects president. 
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From November 2013 to October 2014, Xi Jinping hunted down 53 senior cadres for 

corruption, 4 times as many as he did in the first year. The peak during the second 

year is July 2014 when 8 senior cadres were put under disciplinary inspection, 

including the full-state-level leader Zhou Yongkang. Only one month in the second 

year fails to produce any tiger. In the last 5 months in our time scope from November 

2014 to March 2015, 39 senior cadres were brought down. 10 of them were inspected 

in January 2015, which makes the highest monthly record in our data. The upward 

trend of monthly frequency suggests that the anticorruption campaign was 

intensifying as Xi gradually consolidates his power from the moment he was 

enthroned to the time he proclaimed full autocracy.  

 

Third, the tiger hunt comes in tidal waves. The monthly tiger frequency does not 

increase at a fixed rate and it fluctuates. In Figure 2-1 we can clearly observe several 

high tides and low tides. It seems that each of the high tides temporally followed a 

key juncture of Xi’s power consolidation, and the low tides occurred right at these 

junctures. The first high tide in June 2013 with 3 tigers came after Xi assumed the 

national presidency in March. The second high tide in December 2013 with 6 tigers 

followed the Third Plenary Session of the 18
th

 Central Committee where Xi 

proclaimed to “comprehensively deepen reform”. The third one, with 8 tigers in July 

2014, was after Xi founded and chaired the three powerful coordinating institutions 

that allow him to grasp powers in a more personal and extended way than Jiang 

Zemin and Hu Jintao.
24

 The last high tide in January 2015 with the highest record of 

10 tigers was recorded immediately after the Fourth Plenary Session of the 18
th

 

Central Committee and when the last two pieces of the “Four Comprehensives” were 

proclaimed.  

 

                                                        
24 The three coordinating institutions are 1) Central Leading Group for Comprehensively Deepening Reform for 

economic and social governance; 2) Central National Security Commission for domestic security and foreign 

affairs; and 3) CMC Leading Group for Deepening National Defense and Military Reform for military command.  
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Low tides of tiger hunt generally occurred right at the junctures of Xi Jinping’s power 

consolidation. The first drought of tiger from February to April in 2013 was at the 

point when Xi assumed the national presidency in that March. The second low tide, 

January 2014 without any tiger, occurred in the month when Xi founded and chaired 

the Central Leading Group for Comprehensively Deepening Reform and National 

Security Commission. The last significant low tide in the 29-month time scope is 

September and October 2014, the time when the Fourth Plenary Session of the 18
th

 

Central Committee was on the way. Nie and Wang (2014) study the impact of political 

circles on anticorruption from 2003 to 2013, concluding that the intensity of campaign 

significantly decreases in the periods of Two Sessions and Chinese New Year. In those 

periods, the party is unwilling to take down corrupt cadres because of the political 

stability concerns. Our statistics presented in Figure 2-1 seems to support their 

conclusion. The anticorruption campaign comes to a “timeout” when the autocrat 

concentrates his resources to key an event in which he is to decisively consolidate and 

expand personal power.  

 

To sum up this section, Xi Jinping carries out his anticorruption campaign 

immediately after he assumed power in the 18
th

 Party Congress. The number of fallen 

tigers goes in an upward trend as the monthly frequency generally increases in the 

29-month time scope. High tides of tiger hunt occur after critical events that signify 

Xi’s consolidation of personal power, while at the time of these events Xi tends to call 

“timeouts” for the campaign. The temporal correlation between tiger frequency and 

power-consolidating events suggests that it might not be true that Xi’s anticorruption 

campaign directly facilitates power consolidation. The two projects of tiger hunt and 

power-consolidation both require significant resources and thus the autocrat cannot be 

engaged in both simultaneously. However, power-consolidating events precede 

anticorruption high tides because power fuels tiger hunt. The new autocrat needs to 

first assume key offices that grant him extended powers and then he can possibly 
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make use of the powers to push anticorruption through.  

 

2.2. Geographical/Functional Distribution 

In this section, we study the geographical/functional distribution of the fallen tigers.
25

 

The information we are interested in is the local provinces, central ministries, SOEs, 

mass organizations and other forms of party-state bodies that are most relevant to the 

senior corrupt cadres under this study. The thesis pays special attention to the position 

a tiger held when he was brought down for disciplinary inspection, the last position he 

served before retirement, or the province/institution where he significantly builds up 

most of his career.  

 

If we read into Xi’s campaign from the corruption fighting perspective, we shall 

expect to observe a widely scattered geographical/functional distribution of tigers. 

Corruption is such a prevalent problem in the party-state that there should be no 

province or provincial-level institution with a clean record of high-level corruption. 

Some provinces and institutions – those compromised in nest cases, for example – 

may have more tigers than others, but no – or at least few – province/institution 

should have none. On the contrary, a simple version of fighting enemies interpretation 

would expect the opposite empirical evidence. Xi should concentrate his resources to 

strike down rival forces and leave the other corrupt cadres untouched because it is in 

his interest to minimize the political impact of anticorruption the regime and to 

himself.  

 

Each tiger is coded in accordance with the following rules. First, if a senior corrupt 

cadre has worked only in one single province/institution, he shall be coded 

accordingly. Second, if a tiger has worked in multiple provinces and institutions, he 

                                                        
25 For a list of relevant institutions, see Appendix 2.  
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should be coded with the last working unit before his downfall. Third, as an exception 

to the second rule, if a tiger has worked in multiple provinces and institutions but he 

builds the majority of his career in one of them, he should be coded with the dominant 

province/institution if that differs from the last one. Fourth, for civilian national 

leaders, we code all the provincial-level units where they have served for a significant 

period. We discuss the geographical/functional distribution of tigers in three groups: 

central civilians, local civilians, and military officers.  

 

2.2.1. Central Civilians 

Central civilian tigers refer to those senior corrupt cadres coded with a central 

ministry, SOE, mass organization, or other party-state bodies that are not local 

provinces. There are 16 central civilians on our tiger list, 3 of them as national leaders 

(see Table 2-1).  

 

The 3 national leaders come from different functional branches. The highest-ranking 

one, Zhou Yongkang, was a Standing Member of the 17
th

 Politburo and the Secretary 

of CPLC. He commanded security apparatus in the latter half of Hu Jintao’s tenure. 

He had been in charge of China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), Ministry of 

Land and Resources (MLR), Sichuan Province and Ministry of Public Security (MPS). 

The second civilian national leader is Su Rong, a cadre who had retired from leading 

posts and was serving as a Vice-Chairman of National Committee of CPPCC at his 

downfall. Before his semi-retirement, he had been the party chief of three provinces: 

Qinghai Province, Gansu Province and Jiangxi Province. The last civilian national 

leader is Ling Jihua, a Vice-Chairman of National Committee of CPPCC and the 

Director of Central United Front Department
26

. Yet, more importantly, he was the 

Director of Central General Office from 2007 to 2012. This position is often 

                                                        
26 The official name of this department is the United Front Department of CCP Central Committee. In this thesis, 

we use the term Central United Front Department for convenience. We shall refer to other central departments 

under CCP Central Committee in the same way.  
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considered as the counterpart of – if not even more powerful than – the White House 

Chief of Staff in the US. His previous career is exclusively built in the Central 

Committee of the Communist Youth League of China (CCYL). 

 

Table 2-1: Central Civilian Tigers 

Name Rank Level
1
 Province/Institution 

National Leaders 

Zhou Yongkang FS 

CPLC 

MPS 

Sichuan 

MLR 

CNPC  

Su Rong VS 

Jiangxi 

Gansu 

Qinghai 

Ling Jihua VS 

Central United Front Department 

Central General Office 

Central Committee of CCYL 

Central Ministries 

Yi Junqing VP Central Compilation and Translation Bureau 

Liu Tienan 
VP National Development and Reform 

Commission 

Li Dongsheng FP MPS 

He Jiacheng FP Chinese Academy of Governance 

Sun Hongzhi 
VP State Administration for Industry and 

Commerce 

Ma Jian VP Ministry of State Security 

State-Owned Enterprises 

Wang Yongchun VP CNPC 

Jiang Jiemin FP CNPC 

Song Lin VP China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited 

Wang Shuaiting 
VP China National Travel Service (HK) Group 

Corporation 

Sun Zhaoxue VP Aluminum Corporation of China 

Xu Jianyi VP China FAW Group Corporation 

Liao Yongyuan VP CNPC 

Note:  

1. FS: full-state level; VS: vice-state level; FP: full-provincial level; VP: vice-provincial level.  
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The other 13 full-/vice-provincial-level central civilians are from 6 different central 

ministries and 5 SOEs. The only central institution with multiple tigers is CNPC, the 

former Ministry of Petroleum Industry. CNPC is the earliest power base of Zhou 

Yongkang from where he rose up all the way to party leadership, and the CNPC tigers 

are widely known as Zhou’s personal loyalists.  

 

We see from Table 2-1 that central civilian tigers are widely scattered across 

ministries and SOEs with the sole exception of CNPC. It seems to support the fighting 

corruption interpretation of Xi’s campaign because these central civilian tigers are not 

only concentrated in provinces/institutions controlled by Xi’s rival factions but also 

from all branches of the party-state apparatus.  

 

2.2.2. Local Civilians 

There are 56 civilian tigers coded with local provinces. The local civilian tigers are 

widely distributed. (see Figure 2-2) Among the 31 provinces of China, 26 of them 

have at least seen one senior corrupt cadre put under disciplinary inspection between 

November 2012 and March 2015.  

 

As the fighting corruption interpretation expects, local civilian tigers are scattered 

across the entire country rather than concentrated only in those provinces possibly 

seized by Xi Jinping’s rival forces. The local civilian tigers cover all but five 

provinces: Beijing Municipality, Shanghai Municipality, Tibet Autonomous Region, 

Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region and Jilin Province. The blank of these five 

provinces has been filled in too after the cutting point of our time scope.  

 

The provincial distribution is not an equal one, though. There are three provinces with 

more than 3 tigers: Shanxi Province with 8, Jiangxi Province with 5, and Yunnan 
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Province with 4. Shanxi Province appears to be the most significant outlier of the 

geographical distribution as this province alone makes 1/7 of the total local civilian 

tigers. This province is known publicly as a typical nest case of corruption where 5 of 

its 13 standing members of provincial party committee have been disciplined. We 

shall discuss this province in more detail in Chapter 4.  

Figure 2-2: Provincial Distribution of Tigers 

 

The exceptional blank in Figure 2-2 of Beijing Municipality and Shanghai 

Municipality deserves additional discussion. They are the last two provincial-level 

units to produce a tiger: Shanghai on November 10, 2015 and Beijing on the 

following day. The belated tiger hunt in Beijing and Shanghai does not totally rebut 

the fighting corruption interpretation but does remind us of the political cost of 

anticorruption. The capital city of China and the national economic hub are the two 
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provincial-level units to breed the most national leaders. The downfall of a senior 

cadre in Beijing or Shanghai can cause far more turbulence not only locally but also 

nationally than in any other provinces. For the sake of damage control, Xi Jinping has 

to wait until he well-establishes his autocracy and is in full control of the party-state 

before he takes action in these two municipalities.  

 

2.2.3. Military Officers 

There are 32 PLA officers put under inspection because of corruption in the first 29 

months of Xi’s tenure. One of them, Xu Caihou, is a national leader and a former 

Vice-Chairman of CMC. We put the other 31 officers into two groups: combat units 

and non-combat units.  

Figure 2-3: PLA Tigers in Combat Units 

 

Figure 2-3 shows the functional distribution of the 16 officers who served in combat 

units. They include 1 general who served in the General Staff Department; 1 deputy 

commander, 1 deputy commissar, and 1 deputy chief of staff of three different 
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military regions
27

; 8 generals as commanders, commissars or their deputies of 6 

different provincial military districts
28

; 2 Deputy Commissars of the Second Artillery 

Force and 1 deputy commander of a missile base; and 1 Deputy Chief of Staff of the 

North China Sea Fleet
29

. As for non-combat units, Figure 2-4 presents the 15 officers 

in this group. Military tigers in non-combat units include 6 officers from military 

academies, 3 officers in politics departments at various levels and 6 officers in 

logistics departments at various levels.  

Figure 2-4: PLA Tigers in Non-Combat Units 

 

Two observations are made here. First, military tigers are significantly concentrated in 

units prone to economic corruption. In the group of combat units, the sub-group of 

provincial military district officers makes half of the total number. Different from 

field armies, provincial military districts do not command main forces of field 

campaigns during wartime. Rather, provincial military districts are in charge of local 

                                                        
27 Before the massive restructuring of PLA starting from late 2015, there are 7 military regions headquartered in 

Beijing, Shenyang, Nanjing, Guangzhou, Chengdu, Lanzhou, and Jinan. All descriptions of PLA rank levels in this 

thesis do not take into account the changes after that military restructuring.  
28 There are 31 provincial military districts coinciding with the 31 provinces.   
29 The PLA Navy has three fleets: the North Sea Fleet, East Sea Fleet, and South Sea Fleet.  
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defense, social order maintenance, disaster relief, etc. Commanders in provincial 

military districts interact more frequently with civilian governments, local 

communities and business enterprises and are more exposed to economic activities 

outside PLA that provide opportunities for corruption. The statistics of the group of 

non-combat units lead us to the same conclusion. It is the job of logistics officers to 

be engaged in economic activities and they are well known to be more likely to 

corrupt. Military academies are prone to corruption too, because student admission, 

personnel training, and campus construction all come with rent-seeking opportunities.  

 

Second, it is not so likely, as Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 suggest, that military 

anticorruption is a selective purge of factional infighting. If the disciplinary actions 

against PLA generals are part of a power struggle for grasping key positions of 

military command, we should observe more generals fallen from the 7 military 

regions that command the 18 field armies and the Armed Police Force that is the most 

influential force in domestic security. These are the key positions that help consolidate 

the new autocracy. However, there have been no military tigers from the Armed 

Police Force or field armies and few from military regions.  

 

The functional distribution of military tigers does not support the claim that a 

selective purge is going on within PLA in order to replace Xi’s challengers with his 

loyalists. That said, the anticorruption campaign within PLA may facilitate Xi’s power 

consolidation in other ways. By cracking down corrupt generals in an unprecedented 

intensity, Xi effectively establishes his strong image that makes massive-scale 

personnel transfers and fundamental military restructuring possible. Massive transfers 

and military restructuring enforce Xi Jinping’s status in PLA, so we can say that the 

anticorruption campaign indirectly helps Xi grasp the command of guns.  
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2.3. Succession and Outsider Successors 

In the last section of this chapter, we look into the succession of tigers and see who 

fill in the vacancies. We are interested in the background of successors, especially 

whether they are promoted or transferred from the same provinces/institutions where 

the tigers fall, or they are outsiders to their new positions without working experience 

in these given provinces/institutions or approximate ones.  

 

Analysts that see Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign as a factional purge would 

expect him to heavily deploy outsider succession. There are two succession strategies 

that Xi can use to extend his reach in the party-state. The first strategy is an apparent 

one: to put his own loyalists to positions vacated by tigers’ downfall. The issue with 

this strategy is whom Xi can completely trust. The last thing an autocrat needs in his 

power consolidation is promoting someone to key posts who in the end turn against 

him. We can reasonably expect Xi to play safe and promote or transfer those who he 

personally knows. As a new paramount leader who has just risen to power, however, 

his personal connections are quite limited and it is not so likely that he can find a 

trusted successor in any given province/institution in his early tenure. It is only logical 

to assume, therefore, that Xi would find someone he trusts from outside the 

province/institution to fill in the post.  

 

The second strategy involves a tacit exchange of promotion for loyalty. Xi as a new 

leader does not yet have personal connections extensive enough to cover all major 

provinces/institutions, but he would try to build such personal patronage by political 

exchange. The vacant positions left by tigers become bargaining chips that Xi holds. 

He looks for cadres who are willing to pledge loyalty to him in exchange for the 

vacancies. In this tacit strategy of succession, Xi recruits new clients by offering 

offices. This is riskier that the apparent strategy: there is always an uncertainty about 
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the loyalty of new recruits. We do not trust new friends as much as old pals, especially 

when the political stakes are so high.  

 

From the perspective of fighting corruption, outsider succession is an effective – 

although incomplete – measure to deal with nest corruption. The downfall of a tiger 

usually implies that the position he holds exposes him to abundant opportunities for 

corruption that can corrupt his successor alike. It is particularly true in nest corruption 

cases where a majority of cadres in one province/institution are compromised. If the 

successors of nest case tigers are promoted or transferred within the same 

province/institution, it may be just a matter of time for the successors to become 

future tigers because they are too well socialized in the local political-economic 

ecology. The corruption-inducing factors can easily work on these insider successors. 

Successors from outside, however, are less likely to be corrupted because they do not 

possess previous connections to local business and fellow colleagues. (Cheng, 2014; S. 

Wang, 2014a; Zhong, 2014).  

 

We summarize the empirical implications here. First, if outsider succession is mostly 

observed in nest corruption cases, we can infer that Xi Jinping applies outsider 

succession as a strategy for anticorruption rather than an apparent strategy for 

factional struggle. Second, on the contrary, if outsider succession does not concentrate 

in nest cases, it implies that these outsider successors can be Xi’s loyalists who are 

trusted to take key positions. Third, the dichotomy of insider vs. outsider succession 

cannot tell if Xi adopts the tacit succession strategy. Such tacit exchange of office for 

loyalty may well happen under insider succession.  

 

Now we examine the empirics about outsider succession and see if they are deployed 

to deal with nest corruption cases or to place Xi’s associates to key positions. Our 

information of succession is compiled from CCP official media reports on personnel 
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changes until July 2016. Our succession data are not complete. The succession of 

military officers is often classified and thus the PLA officers are beyond our capacity 

of analysis. 18 tigers had retired or semi-retired before their downfall, and so there is 

no succession issue in these cases. We are unable to find succession information of 2 

civilian tigers because their work involves national security. As a result, we have 53 

senior corrupt cadres whose succession is ready for analysis. They include 31 cases of 

insider succession and 22 cases of outsider succession. We categorize them into four 

groups according to the rank levels of fallen tigers: 1) vice-provincial level; 2) 

vice-provincial level with alternative membership of Central Committee or full 

membership of CCDI; 3) full-provincial level; and 4) full-provincial level with full 

membership of Central Committee or CCDI. (See Figure 2-5)  

Figure 2-5: Frequency of Insider and Outsider Succession 

Note:  

1. VP: vice-provincial level; VP (AM): vice-provincial level with alternative membership of Central 

Committee or full membership of CCDI; FP: full-provincial level; FP (FM): full-provincial level with 

full membership of Central Committee or CCDI.  

2. Ling Jihua is counted at full-provincial level with full membership of Central Committee.  
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Statistics do not support the argument that Xi Jinping heavily deploys outsider 

succession to place his own men in key positions. 25 vice-provincial-level tigers are 

replaced with insiders and 14 with outsiders. 4 vice-provincial-level tigers who are 

alternative members of Central Committee have insiders as their successors, and 5 

tigers in this group have outsider successors. The only full-provincial-level corrupt 

cadre has his position taken by an outsider. In the 4 cases of full-provincial-level 

tigers who are also full members of Central Committee or CCDI, insider and outsider 

succession each makes half the cases. In each group, the number of outsider 

successors is either almost equal to the number of insider successors, or notably less. 

 

When we put the 22 outsider succession cases under scrutiny, we find the successors 

in 8 of them are not exactly from “outside” their new province/institution. Technically 

these 8 successors are promoted or transferred from another province/institution, but 

their previous working units are very approximate to their new ones. For example, 

Cao Guangjing (曹廣晶), who fills in the vacancy of Vice-Governor of Hubei 

Province left by Guo Youming (郭有明), is formerly the President of China Three 

Gorges Corporation, a vice-provincial-level central SOE of hydraulic engineering. 

The majority of its business is the construction, maintenance and management of the 

Three Gorges Dam situated right in the province of Hubei. Much of Cao’s career is 

actually “inside” Hubei Province even if he is an outsider administratively. Song Lin 

(宋林), the former President of China Resources, is succeeded by Fu Yuning (傅育寧) 

who was the President of China Merchants Group before the transfer. China 

Resources and China Merchants Group are two vice-provincial-level SOEs both 

headquartered in Hong Kong and managers of these two groups have always 

cooperated with and competed against each other. A similar case of “outside but 

approximate” succession is the replacement of Xu Jianyi (徐建一). Xu Jianyi was in 

charge of the China FAW Group Corporation, a leading SOE in the automobile 
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industry. His successor is Xu Ping (徐平), the former President of Dongfeng Motor 

Corporation. These two corporations used to be the No. 1 and No. 2 state-owned 

automobile manufacturers at the time of planned economy and are thus very 

approximate to each other.  

 

Table 2-2: Genuine Outsider Succession Cases 

Name Rank Level
1
 Remark 

Ji Wenlin VP Tied to Zhou Yongkang 

Jin Daoming VP In Shanxi Circle 

Du Shanxue VP In Shanxi Circle 

Nie Chunyu VP In Shanxi Circle 

Bai Yun VP In Shanxi Circle 

Sun Zhaoxue VP  

Sun Hongzhi VP  

Wan Qingliang VP (AM)  

Chen Chuanping VP (AM) In Shanxi Circle 

Wang Min VP (AM)  

Qiu He VP (AM) Tied to Bai Enpei 

He Jiacheng FP  

Shen Weichen FP (DM) In Shanxi Circle 

Ling Jihua VS (FM) National Leader 

Note:  

1. VP: vice-provincial level; VP (AM): vice-provincial level with alternative membership of Central 

Committee; FP: full-provincial level; FP (DM): full-provincial level with full membership of CCDI; 

VS (FM): vice-state level with full membership of Central Committee.  

 

The remaining 14 cases are “genuine” outsider succession, about 1/4 of all civilian 

succession. (See Table 2-2) An analysis of these genuine outsider successors makes 

the fighting enemies theory even less convincing because only two of them are to take 

the places left by tigers in relation to potential factional groups
30

. Ji Wenlin (冀文林) 

and Qiu He (仇和), tied to Zhou Yongkang and Bai Enpei (白恩培) respectively, are 

replaced with outsiders. In fact, half of the 14 outsider succession cases are either to 

deal with nest corruption or by necessity. 6 outsider successors are put in place of 

                                                        
30 For the identification of potential factional groups, see Section 3.3.  
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tigers involved in the Shanxi nest corruption case, and the outsider succession of Ling 

Jihua is by necessity because there is no other national leader in Central United Front 

Department. The other 5 outsider succession cases are neither by necessity nor related 

to any potential factional groups.  

 

To summarize, more vacancies left by civilian tigers are filled in by insider successors 

than outsiders. Genuine outsider succession in which the promoted or transferred 

cadres are neither from within the given province/institution nor from institutions 

approximate to his new positions are fairly rare, making only about 1/4 of all cases. 

Among the 14 genuine outsider succession cases, only 2 are related to potential 

factional groups, yet 6 are clearly to deal with nest corruption in Shanxi Province.  

 

In this section, the thesis studies succession of tigers and examines whether Xi Jinping 

heavily deploys outsider succession in order to replace his rivals with his own 

loyalists. The answer is no. In choosing successors of fallen tigers, Xi Jinping puts the 

party’s organizational rules and the regime’s political stability before the candidates’ 

loyalty to himself. He usually promotes or transfers cadres from the same 

province/institution to replace fallen tigers. If not possible, he turns to the second best 

option by finding outsiders from approximate provinces/institutions. Genuine outsider 

succession cases are rare, and half of them are either to deal with nest corruption or by 

necessity. Mostly in case of nest corruption, Xi finds himself obliged to put outsiders 

in the given province/institution in order to refresh local politics. It can be concluded 

that Xi Jinping does not take the apparent strategy by promoting his clients to key 

posts in the tiger hunt, but we cannot rule out the possibility that Xi adopts the tacit 

succession strategy of recruiting new clients by offering offices to them.  

 

2.4. Summary 
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This chapter discusses the temporal distribution, geographical/functional distribution, 

and the succession of tigers. In temporal distribution, we observe a swift launch of the 

campaign after Xi Jinping assumed power and an upward trend of monthly frequency 

of tigers as Xi’s power consolidation process unfolds. High tides of tiger hunt 

generally follow significant events that consolidate Xi’s position, and low tides occur 

during those events. The monthly frequency of tigers suggests that the new autocrat’s 

power consolidation drives anticorruption campaign instead of the other way around. 

In the second section, we find that senior corrupt cadres are widely scattered across 

provinces and functional units in both civilian government and PLA. Moreover, tigers 

tend to be concentrated in institutions that are prone to economic corruption. That said, 

the absence of tigers in Beijing and Shanghai supports our earlier argument that it is 

imperative for the new autocrat to first consolidate power and then upgrade 

anticorruption. Lastly, the statistics of succession show that outsider succession does 

not prevail over insider succession, which means Xi Jinping does not take advantage 

of anticorruption to promote his men to key positions in an apparent way. The 

findings in this chapter, together, suggest that the campaign, fueled by power 

consolidation of the autocrat, is indeed fighting corruption. The campaign also serves 

to create a climate that facilitates Xi’s establishment of his autocracy beyond 

first-among-equals leadership in the power-sharing arrangements in the post-Deng 

era.  
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Chapter 3: Colleague Network of Tigers 

 

In Chapter 2 we discuss the temporal and provincial/functional distribution of tigers 

and their succession. The time point of tigers’ downfall, the provincial/functional 

belongings of tigers and the professional background their successors are all 

independently distributed tiger attributes. In the following two chapters, we turn to 

relational data and study the network of senior corrupt cadres. We are interested in the 

structures in which these tigers are interconnected. We are particularly keen on the 

question whether there are local structures in the network that qualify as factional 

groups.  

 

In this chapter, we apply techniques of network analysis to identify potential factional 

groups. Fallen tigers are the nodes of this network and their colleague relations are 

ties. We compile information of their entire career tracks and code all meaningful 

overlapping during their decades-long services. Then we take advantage of a kind of 

centrality measurement, PageRank, to help us decide whether the circles that stand out 

in visual inspection actually qualify as factional groups.  

 

3.1. Coding Career Tracks of Tigers 

The first step in drawing the sociogram is to accurately code tigers’ career tracks, 

including what institutions they have served in and the exact period of time of their 

services in each of the institutions. It is far more complicated than it may appear 

thanks to the sophisticated and sometimes confusing organizational system of CCP. 

We flesh out the coding methods of career tracks in this section.  
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First, we trace the career track of a cadre to the point when he is first promoted to 

vice-divisional level. In cases of incomplete data, we start from the first position we 

know about as long as it is at or above vice-divisional level. Some cadres have early 

careers of positions without clear administrative rank levels. In these cases, we start 

from their earliest positions with identifiable rank levels that are above vice-divisional. 

Admittedly, we rely on educated guess in some cases of extraordinarily incomplete 

information, especially for PLA officers.  

 

Second, we only register the principal position of a cadre at each given time. A CCP 

cadre often occupies multiple positions for the mere reason that they are 

institutionally auxiliary to his principal position. These auxiliary positions do not 

yield meaningful overlapping of working experience and thus we do not register them. 

For example, there is a period when provincial party chiefs conventionally chair the 

standing committee of provincial People’s Congress. In these cases, we do not register 

the positions of provincial People’s Congress. 

 

Third, CCP cadres seldom exit in an outright retirement. There is a semi-retirement 

status, known as “retirement from leading posts”, in which the cadre is transferred to 

“second-front” institutions like People’s Congress, CPPCC, and mass organizations. 

Positions in these “second-front” units are not registered unless a cadre works in those 

units even before semi-retirement. In other words, as long as a cadre retires or 

semi-retires, he shall not make any new colleague ties in our data.  

 

Fourth, most local institutions below provincial level are not only horizontally 

commanded by local parent units (塊, kuai) but also by their vertical parent units (條, 

tiao). In principle, we register both the horizontal and vertical parent units. Therefore, 

a typical civilian position shall generate two entries, one under a geographical 

province and the other under a functional ministry. Some local institutions, however, 
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are directly and exclusively under vertical jurisdiction in spite of their provincial 

locality. Examples of this kind include SOEs directly supervised by the State-owned 

Assets Supervision and Administration Commission (SASAC) and the universities at 

vice-ministerial level under the direct jurisdiction of the Ministry of Education. A 

cadre’s service in this kind of institutions shall be registered only once under the 

vertical parent units.  

 

Fifth, many tigers have served in institutions that no longer exist or have been 

renamed since their service. For example, the former Ministry of Commerce was 

merged to the newly founded Ministry of Internal Trade in 1993, the latter of which 

were then restructured to form the National Administration of Internal Trade under 

the State Economic and Trade Commission in 1998. The former Ministry of Labor 

and Social Security and the former Ministry of Personnel were merged to form the 

new Ministry of Human Resources and Social Security in 2008. The once mighty 

Office for Economic Restructuring was merged into the National Development and 

Reform Commission in 2003. For these institutions that have been abolished, we 

register career information according to what they were at the time of our relevant 

cadres’ services. Examples of renamed institution include CNPC that was formerly 

the Ministry of Petroleum Industry. For these institutions with changed names, we 

register relevant working experience by the current names of these institutions.  

 

Sixth, some institutions are neither abolished nor renamed but they are reorganized, 

separated from their original parent units and restructured into new ones. For example, 

the Chongqing Municipality was a part of Sichuan Province prior to 1997 and has 

been an independent provincial-level local unit thereafter. If a cadre served in such an 

institution continuously before and after the juncture of restructuring, his service shall 

be registered twice, once under the previous parent unit before the juncture and the 

other under the new parent unit after the juncture.  
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Seventh, two institutions related to Xinjiang are worth special attention. The Xinjiang 

Production and Construction Corps (XPCC) is a paramilitary unit with political and 

economic functions located in Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. It originates 

from the troops collectively civilianized in the 1950s as a force to safeguard and 

develop Xinjiang. It is a de facto province within a province. XPCC has full 

administrative authority over its medium-sized cities, settlements, and farms. It is 

independent of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region government although they do 

closely interact due to geographical and functional propinquity.
31

 The XPCC is 

therefore coded as an independent province.  

 

The other Xinjiang-related exception is the Xinjiang Work Coordination Group 

(XWCG) of CCP. It provides the coordinating mechanisms for the party’s central 

leadership to directly pilot Xinjiang issues. Its responsibilities are not geographically 

limited to the province itself but cover all affairs in relation to Xinjiang elsewhere. It 

was established in 2002 and chaired first by Luo Gan and then by Zhou Yongkang, 

both as a Standing Member of Politburo and the Secretary of CPLC. In 2012, Yu 

Zhengsheng, a Standing Member of Politburo and the Chairman of National 

Committee of CPPCC, chaired the group. In this thesis, the chairmanship of XWCG is 

coded as a superordinate position to all other Xinjiang-related institutions.  

 

3.2. Formation of Colleague Ties 

After compiling the career tracks of senior corrupt cadres, we then identify all 

overlapping of their working experience. The overlapping forms direct colleague 

relations that constitute the ties in our tiger network. A colleague relation is coded 

                                                        
31 XPCC and Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region are administratively independent of each other yet overlapped 

in leadership. The Party Chief of Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region concurrently holds two positions in XPCC 

as its first secretary and first commissar.  
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only if two cadres have worked simultaneously in the same province/institution. For 

colleagues at the same rank level, they have to be working in the same unit at their 

lowest shared rank level. In cases of unequal colleagueship, the lowest-level unit of 

the superordinate has to directly govern the subordinate. The full administrative rank 

levels
32

 of the two colleagues shall be the same or next to each other. Figure 3-1 

provides an illustration of the general principles of colleagueship identification, using 

a province as an example. In a province, a vice provincial governor and a municipal 

party chief in that province are tied, and a provincial party chief can be coded as a 

colleague of a vice-major in a subordinate municipality. But the provincial party chief 

cannot have colleague relations with cadres lower than vice-departmental level 

because they are too distant administratively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1: Tie Formation Exemplified 

 

Detailed coding principles are explained as follows. First, two colleagues shall work 

in the same vertical or horizontal parent unit. Vertically, if a cadre works in the 

central ministry that governs the functional provincial branch in which another cadre 

                                                        
32 A full rank level includes both the vice- and the full- rank at its level. For example, vice-provincial level and 

full-provincial level are both in the full rank of “provincial level”.  
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works, these two cadres can be coded as colleagues. Standing committees of party 

committees at all rank levels are considered as universal vertical parent units to all 

civilian functional branches below. For example, a standing member of provincial 

party committee is a superordinate colleague of a vice-chairman of provincial CPPCC. 

Horizontally, if two cadres are serving in local governments in the same province, 

they have to be in the same geographical unit at the lowest rank level in order to be 

colleagues. For instance, if a cadre works in a municipal government and another 

cadre serves in a county outside that municipality, these two cadres cannot be coded 

as colleagues. In cases of two cadres working in the same functional branch yet in two 

different provinces, they are not colleagues according to our coding principles.  

 

Second, as a general rule, we recognize provincial-level institutions for civilian cadres 

and military-regional-level units for military officers as their parent units. For civilian 

cadres, the 31 provincial local units plus XPCC are recognized as horizontal parent 

units. The ministries, administrations, departments and other units at ministerial level 

directly under the State Council and Central Committee, vice-ministerial-level SOEs 

directly supervised by SASAC, vice-ministerial-level state-owned financial 

institutions, and ministerial-level mass organizations are vertical parent units for 

civilians. In regard to PLA officers, parent units include the 4 general departments, 

the 7 military regions, the 4 service branches of Navy, Air Force, Second Artillery 

Force and Armed Police Force
33

, the 2 full-military-regional-level academies of 

National Defense University and Academy of Military Science, and other units 

directly under CMC. (See Appendix 2) 

 

Third, two colleagues cannot be too distant from each other in administrative rank 

levels. It is to ensure that they have meaningful professional interaction. Two cadres at 

                                                        
33 These 4 service branches are recognized as full-military-regional-level units in PLA. Army is not coded here 

because it does not have its own headquarter before the 2015-16 PLA reform.  
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the same rank level automatically fulfill this requirement. For two cadres who are not, 

if the superordinate holds a full- level position, there can be no more than two rank 

levels between him and the subordinate, e.g. full-provincial level vs. 

vice-departmental level. If the superordinate is a vice- level cadre, there can be no 

more than one rank level between them, e.g. vice-provincial level vs. 

vice-departmental level. The only exception to this rule is the position of personal 

secretary to a superordinate. A secretary, regardless of his rank level, is considered a 

colleague of his superordinate.  

 

Fourth, national leaders can be colleagues with each other if they sit in the same 

governing body, e.g. the Politburo, Secretariat of Central Committee, CMC, Standing 

Committee of National People’s Congress, Standing Committee of the National 

Committee of CPPCC, etc. A national leader is considered as a superordinate only to 

those who work in the institutions under his direct command.  

 

Lastly, we apply exceptional principles for general office positions. The Central 

General Office is in charge of various logistic services to the Politburo and engaged in 

a wide range of policy coordination between ministries and provinces. Therefore, the 

Director and Deputy Director of Central General Office are considered as colleagues 

of all ministers, directors, and secretaries of central institutions, party chiefs and 

governors of provinces, and presidents of provincial-level SOEs. This coding method 

also applies to positions in the General Office of the Central Committee of CCYL. It 

is to be noted, however, that these colleague ties are established only in a coordinating 

sense. They are neither unequal dyadic ties, as Nathan (1973) requires, nor 

bureaucratic colleagueship that Tsou (1976) underlines. These ties that derive from 

general office positions cannot form factional groups.  
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3.3. Circles in the Sociogram 

The analysts who believe that the anticorruption campaign is a political purge to 

directly strike down Xi’s enemies would expect to observe factions in the network of 

fallen tigers. In their simple version of fighting enemies interpretation, the whole 

point of this tiger hunt is about taking down the several top cadres in CCP who are 

most threatening to Xi and replacing them – and their factional subordinates who also 

fall – with Xi’s trusted men. Therefore, we should be able to see some highest-ranking 

tigers leading their respective factions around them in our colleague network.  

 

In line with the argument of this thesis, we also expect to observe factional groups in 

the network, but our reasoning is not so straightforward as the above interpretation. 

As we discuss in earlier chapters, in the first 29 months of his rule, Xi Jinping as the 

new autocrat consolidated his personal power by assuming positions and proclaiming 

fundamental programs. Xi’s power consolidation fuels his tiger hunt because 

consolidated power allows him to endure the political cost of anticorruption. In turn, 

the purge of corrupt cadres creates a climate in favor of Xi’s expansion of personal 

autocracy to the extent of breaking the post-Deng arrangements of power sharing. 

Xi’s colleagues in the top leadership used to substantially share the supreme power in 

collective leadership, but the storm of anticorruption is so forbidding that they dare 

not stand in Xi’s way anymore. In short, the anticorruption campaign helps Xi 

transcend from a first-among-equal leader to an unchallengeable autocrat. By this 

token, the factional groups that fall in this campaign, if any, are not only Xi’s rivals 

but also set as examples for the larger audience of regime elites to see what shall 

happen to those against Xi Jinping’s cause.  

 

No matter how we interpret this campaign, we share a common interest of finding out 

what factional groups there are in the network and who are the patrons and clients of 
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these factional groups. We are able to diagram the colleague network of tigers with 

the career information and colleague relations coded as the previous two sections 

specify. We apply the Fruchterman-Reingold algorithm for a force-directed layout 

(Fruchterman & Reingold, 1991) in R program to transform the relational data of 

colleagueship into a network. (See Figure 3-2) The sociogram consists of 104 nodes, 

each representing a senior corrupt cadre we record. 18 nodes are isolated because 

these tigers do not have any colleague relations with others. 8 nodes have only one tie 

and thus make 4 isolated dyads. The other 78 corrupt cadres form the one major 

component in this network. Node size signifies the rank level of each tiger. All of the 

4 national leaders in the network are marked with brackets in the Figure 3-2.  

Figure 3-2: Colleague Network of Tigers 

 

A faction is a political action group led by its patron and weaved by exchange of 

political resources. The factional leader provides his followers with patronage 

protection and the following cadres pledge loyalty to the patron and participate in his 
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collective action in return. In order to sustain such a factional group, the patron should 

have unequal relations with each of the following cadres, which puts him in an 

advantageous position to offer political patronage. (Nathan, 1973) This inequality of 

status can be prima facie established by the difference of administrative rank level. A 

patron should be a national leader or at least significantly higher-ranking than all his 

followers. Structurally, a faction is expected to be in a spoke-hub paradigm. A faction 

is articulated through one node (as the primary patron) or a few nodes (secondary 

patrons included). The patron, in the center, has linkage to each of his followers in a 

dyadic – rather than corporate – pattern. (Nathan, 1973) This structural requirement 

leads us to look for local networks in a radial pattern.  

 

We look for local networks in spoke-hub structures with higher-ranking tigers in the 

center. In Figure 3-2, we identify 5 potential factional groups, labeled as circles. Zhou 

Yongkang, the only full-state-level cadre in our data and thus the highest-ranking tiger, 

is situated in the very center of the major component. He was a Standing Member of 

Politburo and took charge of the security apparatus and law enforcing institutions 

from 2007 to 2012. He is tied with cadres who have working experience in CNPC, 

MLR, Sichuan Province, MPS, other subordinate units under CPLC and Xinjiang 

(marked by the dashed “Zhou Yongkang Circle” in Figure 3-2).  

 

Two of the three vice-state-level leaders
34

 in the network are identified with circles. 

Xu Caihou, a Vice-Chairman of CMC between 2004 and 2012, is in a relatively 

peripheral position partly because he apparently cannot have colleague relations with 

most civilian cadres. Moreover, most PLA generals who fall for corruption are not 

professionally linked to Xu. All of his direct colleague relations are formed by his 

experience in the General Politics Department (marked by the dashed “Xu Caihou 

                                                        
34 A 4th vice-state-level leader, Guo Boxiong, was put under disciplinary inspection later in April 2015 after the 

cutting point of this thesis. Guo was the other Vice-Chairman besides Xu Caihou during Hu Jintao’s presidency.  
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Circle” in Figure 3-2). Su Rong, a semi-retired Vice-Chairman of National Committee 

of CPPCC, is in the center of his subordinates who had worked for him in Jiangxi 

Province, Qinghai Province, Gansu Province, and Jilin Province (marked by the 

dashed “Su Rong Circle” in Figure 3-2).  

 

Two circles are without national leaders. Bai Enpei is a seasoned full-provincial-level 

cadre with exceptional seniority and 7 tigers around him form a potential factional 

group. Bai is a semi-retired former Party Chief of Yunnan Province and Qinghai 

Province and a former Deputy Party Chief of Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region. 

The structure of this “Bai Enpei Circle” (marked by dashed circle in Figure 3-2) 

resembles the spoke-hub paradigm too. The Shanxi Circle, however, does not have a 

higher-ranking tiger as its leader, nor is it structured in a radial pattern. Shanxi Circle 

is identified because it contains the only a clique
35

 in this network. Among the 12 

tigers in or from Shanxi Province (marked by the dashed “Shanxi Circle” in Figure 

3-2), 8 of them form a clique in which each node is tied with all others
36

.  

 

Not every national leader is a hub of a faction-like circle. Ling Jihua, the last national 

leader in this tiger network, was a Vice-Chairman of National Committee of CPPCC 

and the Director of Central United Front Department. He became well known as a top 

aide of Hu Jintao when he directed Central General Office during Hu’s tenure. Before 

he was promoted to Central General Office, he had served for years in the General 

Office of the Central Committee of CCYL. These two general office positions tie him 

with the senior corrupt cadres who were persons-in-charge of provinces/institutions 

                                                        
35 In graph theory, “clique” refers to a maximal complete subnetwork containing at least three nodes and every 

two of them are connected. It has the maximal density that any two of the nodes that are possible to be connected 

are connected. For a detailed explanation of the concepts of component, clique, faction, density and others, see 

Chapter 3 in de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj (2005) and Chapter 11 in Borgatti, Everett & Johnson (2013).  
36 The clique consists of 8 tigers. 7 of them, Jin Daoming (金道銘), Fang Wenping (方文平), Shen Weichen (申維

辰), Du Shanxue (杜善學), Chen Chuanping (陳川平), Nie Chunyu (聶春玉), Bai Yun (白雲), and Liang Bin (梁

濱), are maximally interconnected. The 8th node in Shanxi clique can be either Ren Runhou (任潤厚) or Ling 

Zhengce (令政策). These two nodes are not tied to each other but both of them are connected with all the other 7 

nodes in Shanxi clique.  
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during Ling’s Central General Office tenure and those provincial secretaries of CCYL 

during Ling’s CCYL general office tenure. General office directors, nonetheless, can 

only coordinate cadres in other provinces/institutions, not command them. Ling Jihua, 

when he was the Director of Central General Office, was in no position to give orders 

to the ministers or provincial party chiefs, nor was he considered as a bureaucratic 

colleague of them. Therefore, an imaginary circle centered on Ling does not exist.  

 

To sum up here, we find 5 circles in the network by visual inspection. The local 

networks of 4 circles present spoke-hub structures as factional theorists expect. The 

nodes as hubs are either national leaders (Zhou Yongkang, Su Rong, and Xu Caihou) 

or the highest-ranking cadre among the circle members (Bai Enpei). The 5
th

 circle, 

Shanxi Circle, is a clique with maximal density and does not have a node as a clear 

center. One national leader, Ling Jihua, is not identified with a circle around him 

because his colleague-generating positions are coordinating rather than commanding. 

Ling does not have factional ties with other tigers.  

 

These circles are subject to further examination. One major issue is that circles drawn 

this way are not mutually exclusive. For example, Jiang Jiemin (蔣潔敏) is put into 

both Su Rong Circle and Bai Enpei Circle. Jiang spent most time of his career in 

CNPC (once directed by Zhou Yongkang) and had worked in the provincial 

government of Qinghai (first under Bai Enpei and then under Su Rong). Another tiger 

who fell down from Qinghai Province, Mao Xiaobing (毛小兵), has the same issue 

because he had worked both under Bai Enpei and Su Rong. Strictly speaking, the 

overlapping of circles contradicts what clientelist conception of faction requires. In 

this thesis, though, overlapping of factional groups in their peripheries is tolerated 

because it makes better sense in political reality.  

 

Moreover, visual inspection cannot decide in certainty if the hub node situated in the 
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center is an actual patron. Administrative rank levels only assist but do not conclude 

the case. A weak leader with bare influence in the party’s leadership might be at 

vice-state level only because he is awarded a trivial vice-chairmanship in the National 

People’s Congress or National Committee of CPPCC. A seasoned and influential 

leader may stop at full-provincial level in the ladder of administrative ranking, but his 

connections to the core of party leadership make him resourceful and capable of 

sustaining his own faction. The administrative rank level is not conclusive with regard 

to the actual influence of a cadre amongst the regime elites. Here we are in the 

position of introducing relational statistics in network analysis to help us 

quantitatively determine whether the possible patrons with the highest rank level 

indeed occupy the most central positions in their circles.  

 

3.4. Centrality and Network Positions 

Centrality is the measurement of relative positions of nodes in a network. The 

ego-centered perspective of centrality measures the positions of individual nodes in 

the whole network. People who are central in the network have better positions to 

access information and better opportunities to spread information. (de Nooy, Mrvar & 

Batagelj, 2005) In the context of factional politics, a factional patron is expected to 

occupy a relatively central position and thus has higher centrality score than his 

followers. 

 

There are various measures of centrality in the field of network analysis. Degree is the 

most straightforward measure, which simply counts the number of lines incident with 

a node (de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj, 2005). In a network of an ideal-typed faction, the 

degree of each faction follower is 1, and the degree of the patron equals to the number 

of his followers. Unfortunately, the reality is never this neat. As we choose to count 

colleague relations, almost all cadres certainly have ties with others who are not in the 
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same factions with them. As a result, a low-ranking follower may score higher in 

degree than his patron does.  

 

Closeness and betweenness are also commonly used. Closeness is a measure of how 

long it takes to spread information from one individual node to others in the network. 

(Newman, 2005) It is calculated as the inverse of the farness of a node: the sum of 

distances between the node and all others. Betweenness is the number of shortest 

paths (geodesics) from all nodes to all others that pass through the node in question 

(Freeman, 1977; Ulrik, 2008). Closeness and betweenness, though, may mislead our 

analysis for two reasons. First, they do not distinguish between nodes that are 

immediately adjacent to a given node and nodes distant from the given node. As we 

are interested in local structure of the network, the nodes with direct ties with a given 

node should have more weight in the algorithm that calculates centrality. Second, 

neither closeness nor betweenness distinguishes central nodes from peripheral nodes. 

In our case, relations with central nodes – the more powerful cadres – are more 

important than relations with peripheral ones. We need an algorithm that weight 

relations according to the relative importance of adjacent nodes.  

 

All things considered, this thesis adopts eigenvector centrality. Eigenvector centrality, 

like degree centrality, counts the number of nodes adjacent to a given node. Moreover, 

it weights each of the adjacent nodes by their own centrality. The algorithm of 

eigenvector centrality is expressed as follows:  

𝑒𝑖 = 𝜆 ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑗𝑒𝑗

𝑗

 

𝑒𝑖 is the centrality of the node in question; 𝑒𝑗 is the centrality of each node adjacent 

to node 𝑖; 𝜆 is a proportionality constant called the eigenvalue. (Borgatti, Everett & 

Johnson, 2013)
37

  

                                                        
37 For detailed discussions of various measures of centrality, see Chapter 3 and 6 in de Nooy, Mrvar & Batagelj 
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By eigenvector centrality, the centrality of a given node is primarily determined by its 

ties with adjacent nodes, which rules out the noise of distant nodes irrelevant to local 

structure. Eigenvector algorithm weights different nodes by their own centrality. It 

reflects the political reality that a cadre’s political influence is primarily a result of his 

connections with the powerful ones. In this thesis, we apply a variant algorithm of 

eigenvector centrality, PageRank. It is originally a system to rank web pages 

developed by the founders of Google (Brin & Page, 1998). PageRank is not the only 

algorithm that Google uses but it still plays a central role in its web search.  

 

The working principle of PageRank is to count how many web pages are linked to a 

given page whose relative importance we want to calculate. The more incoming links 

a given web page has, the more probable that a “random surfer” will visit this page. It 

resembles a voting system in which web pages “vote” for each other using links as 

ballots. But the suffrage is not equal. The more important a web page is, the more 

weight its “ballots” carry. (Brin & Page, 1998) In short, PageRank counts the number 

and significance of links to a given web page to calculate its importance. The 

algorithm is as follows:  

𝑃𝑅𝑖 = (1 − 𝑑) + 𝑑 ∑
𝑃𝑅𝑗

𝐶𝑗
𝑗

 

Page 𝑖 is the given web page we are interested in. 𝑗 stands for all pages that are 

linked to page 𝑖, and 𝐶𝑗  is the number of links going out from page 𝑗. 𝑑 is a 

damping factor usually set at 0.85. (Brin & Page, 1998)  

 

In the context of our analysis, PageRank operates as a “voting” system in which all 

tigers count “ballots” for each other by their colleague relations. The more ties in 

number and more important ties in quality one tiger has, the higher his PageRank 

                                                                                                                                                               
(2005), and Chapter 10 in Borgatti, Everett & Johnson (2013).  
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scores, and thus the more central this tiger is. A patron in a central position is 

expectedly linked to many other tigers who are mostly his followers, and thus he shall 

score high in PageRank. A factional follower, in the periphery of a factional structure, 

has fewer links and thus lower score in PageRank. A faction follower’s PageRank will 

not be overstated by his link to his patron because the “ballot” from the patron is 

weighted by all the patron’s outgoing links. All tigers, be they patrons, followers or 

non-factional tigers, have redundant links that are not factional ties, but the influence 

of this redundancy is neutralized because each linkage is weighted in the equation. If 

the PageRank of a low-ranking tiger is boosted by his links to multiple “big tigers” 

(大老虎, da laohu), he is probably not a member of any faction in the clientelist 

definition and thus we need not worry about his PageRank score being higher than a 

factional patron. With the help of PageRank score, we can see whether the 

highest-ranking cadre in a circle does occupy a central position and thus is an actual 

patron.  

 

Table 3-1: Top 10 Tigers in PageRank Score 

 Name Rank Level
1
 Remark 

No. 1 Zhou Yongkang FS Standing Member of Politburo 

No. 2 Ling Jihua VS National Leader 

No. 3 Su Rong VS National Leader 

No. 4 Li Dongsheng FP Tied to Zhou Yongkang 

No. 5 Shen Weichen FP Highest-Ranking in Shanxi  

No. 6 Liu Zheng VMR  

No. 7 Bai Enpei FP Highest-Ranking in Yunnan 

No. 8 Liang Bin VP Tied to Shanxi 

No. 9 Ji Wenlin VP Tied to Zhou Yongkang 

No. 10 Xu Caihou VS Vice-Chairman of CMC 

Note:  

1. FS: full-state level; VS: vice-state level; VMR: vice-military-regional level; FP: full-provincial level; 

VP: vice-provincial level.  

 

Table 3-1 shows the top 10 tigers with the highest PageRank score. The four national 
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leaders all make into this top-10 list. The only possible patron below vice-state level, 

Bai Enpei, is also on the list. 9 senior corrupt cadres out of these top 10 are either 

potential patrons of factional groups or part of the circles we point out in the previous 

section. The PageRank measurement preliminarily reflects political reality because 

the most powerful cadres in our common sense do have the highest PageRank scores.  

 

Figure 3-3: PageRank of Circles 

 

Figure 3-3 presents the average PageRank of all 104 tigers, the average PageRank of 

each circle and the PageRank of the four possible patrons. The overall average score 

is 0.010, and the average PageRank of each circle is slightly higher than this overall 

average. Zhou Yongkang Circle has the highest circle average at 0.014, followed by 

Shanxi Circle at 0.013. All of the other three circles have an average of 0.012 in 

PageRank score. It is suggested that the network positions of circle tigers are not 

significantly more central to the non-circle tigers.  
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As factional theories expect, all hub tigers at the highest rank level in circles as the 

possible patrons have much higher PageRank scores than the average number of their 

respective circle. The intra-circle central positions of these four seasoned politicians 

are not only visually inspected but also quantitatively confirmed by centrality. Zhou 

Yongkang has the PageRank score of 0.037, higher than any tiger among the 104. Xu 

Caihou, the possible patron with the smallest potential factional group, scores 0.017 in 

PageRank. The main body of Shanxi Circle is a clique and the circle does not have an 

obvious possible patron. But its highest-ranking tiger, Shen Weichen, also scores the 

highest PageRank in the circle at 0.020.  

 

As a summary of this section, the PageRank statistics confirm that centrality 

measurement is a powerful tool to quantify how powerful a tiger is among the whole 

network as PageRank ranking coincides wth tigers’ administrative rank levels. All of 

the possible patrons pass the test of local centrality as they all score significantly 

higher than average circle members.  

 

3.5. Summary 

In this chapter, we diagram the colleague network of senior corrupt cadres for the 

identification of potential factional groups and further discussion of factional politics 

in play. The first two sections present the coding principles of the tigers’ career tracks 

and their colleague relations. We acquire the resumes of the 104 tigers from open 

sources and code their overlapping of service as into colleague ties. In Section 3.3 we 

transform the relational data into a network and identify 5 circles as potential factional 

groups. 4 circles are centered on either state-level leaders (Zhou Yongkang, Su Rong, 

and Xu Caihou) or a seasoned politician with exceptional seniority (Bai Enpei). 

Shanxi Circle is the only one without a possible patron. There is 1 national leader, 

Ling Jihua, without a circle around. In Section 3.4 we use PageRank algorithm to 
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calculate centrality scores of the 104 tigers and find centrality a rather faithful 

quantitative indicator of these cadres’ relative importance. As factional theories expect, 

all the possible patrons of identified circles have higher centrality scores than their 

respective circle subordinates.  
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Chapter 4: Factions and Circles in Tiger 

Network 

 

In Chapter 3 we draw a sociogram of colleague relations between senior corrupt 

cadres in order to study the structure of their interrelationship. We also calculate 

PageRank centrality of all tigers that indicates their relative network positions. It is 

concluded that centrality measurement is a useful tool to quantify the degree of 

importance of cadres. All possible tigers do occupy the most central positions in their 

circles as expected. In this chapter, we put the 5 circles under scrutiny, examine the 

career tracks of tigers in each circle, and try to assess if the circles are factional 

groups that Xi Jinping takes down or mere nest corruption cases.  

 

4.1. Zhou Yongkang Circle: the Campaign’s Priority Target 

The downfall of Zhou Yongkang draws the most public attention among all 

high-ranking corruption cases in Xi Jinping’s campaign. Zhou is so far the only 

former full-state-level leader expelled from the party and sentenced to imprisonment 

for corruption in the history of CCP. He was a Standing Member of the 17
th

 Politburo 

from 2007 to 2012 when he commanded domestic security forces. He was known as 

the “security tsar” and considered as powerful as any others in the Standing 

Committee of Politburo even though he ranked only 9
th

 among the 9 Standing 

Members of Politburo. It is not surprising that he is on the top of centrality ranking of 

all 104 tigers.  

 

Zhou was tremendously influential and well connected for not only his rank level but 

also the numerous provinces/institutions he had served in and presided over. Zhou 
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started his career from the oil wells in Liaohe Oil Field in Liaoning Province and rose 

all the way to full-provincial level by taking the presidency of CNPC in 1996. He was 

appointed to take charge of MLR in 1998. One year later, Zhou was commissioned to 

govern Sichuan Province in southwestern China, one of the largest provinces with 

nearly 100 million residents. He moved back to Beijing in 2002 when he was 

promoted to Politburo, assuming offices of a State Councilor and a member of the 

Secretariat of Central Committee. Meanwhile, he occupied the key ministerial 

position of MPS and Deputy Secretary of CPLC. In the 17
th

 Party Congress in 2007, 

he made the final leap into the Standing Committee of Politburo and took charge of 

CPLC. His might was amplified in late Hu Jintao’s tenure when stability maintenance 

was attached with overriding importance and enormous resources were invested in 

this field. As the Secretary of CPLC, he also oversaw the Central Leading Group for 

Stability Maintenance, Central Committee for Comprehensive Management of Public 

Security, MPS, XWCG, etc.  

 

The richness of Zhou’s experience allowed him to take in clients from various 

provinces/institutions that his resume covers and to encourage their loyalty by 

offering upward ladders of advancement. The 17 tigers in Zhou Yongkang Circle are 

from CNPC, MLR, Sichuan Province, subordinate units under CPLC, Xinjiang 

Uyghur Autonomous Region and Hainan Province. Zhou’s circle includes 2 

full-provincial-level tigers with full or alternative membership of Central Committee, 

1 full-provincial-level tiger who has retired from leading posts, 1 vice-provincial-level 

tiger with alternative membership of Central Committee, and 12 vice-provincial-level 

tigers.  

 

Zhou weaved a power network that operated effectively in providing his loyalists with 

chances of advancement under his patronage. Some loyalists have mobile careers of 

advancement all in provinces/institutions within Zhou’s reach. Guo Yongxiang (郭永
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祥), who started his career in an oil field just like Zhou, left CNPC for MLR to direct 

its ministerial general office when Zhou was the minister. When Zhou moved to 

Sichuan Province, Guo followed all the way and took the position of Deputy 

Secretary-General of Sichuan Provincial Party Committee and later the 

Secretary-General. After Zhou left Sichuan, however, Guo stayed in this province 

until his semi-retirement and ended up at vice-provincial level. Ji Wenlin provides 

another example of mobile career. He was the personal secretary to Zhou in MLR, 

Sichuan Province, MPS and Central Leading Group for Stability Maintenance. When 

Ji went for his own career – still under Zhou’s patronage, though – in 2008, he was 

already at full-departmental level. He went back to MLR and later to Hainan Province 

where he advanced to vice-provincial level. Tan Li (譚力) worked in Chengdu 

Municipality, the capital city of Sichuan Province, when Zhou Yongkang came. Tan 

advanced to full-departmental level within Sichuan and then was promoted to 

vice-provincial level to Hainan Province. Guo Yongxiang, Ji Wenlin, and Tan Li 

exemplify how Zhou Yongkang made arrangements of advancement to reward his 

loyalists in the provinces/institutions within his reach.  

 

On the contrary, some of Zhou Yongkang’s men stuck to the single unit where they 

first met with Zhou in their future course of advancement. Li Chongxi (李崇禧), a 

Sichuan native, had built his entire career within Sichuan Province until his 

semi-retirement, including his service as the Secretary-General of Sichuan Provincial 

Party Committee from 2000 to 2002 when Zhou governed the province. The same 

holds true for Li Chuncheng, who was a Vice-Mayor of Chengdu Municipality when 

Zhou came to Sichuan. When Zhou left, Li Chuncheng had already advanced to be the 

mayor of the city and an alternative member of Central Committee. When he fell in 

December 2012 as the first tiger, he was still in Sichuan Province as a deputy 

provincial party chief. Li Chongxi and Li Chuncheng follow a different yet equally 

effective path of advancement under the patronage of Zhou Yongkang.  
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Zhou Yongkang Circle, as a whole, occupies a central position in the major 

component of tiger network. Its connections with other circles amplify its political 

influence. Ye Wanyong (葉萬勇), a former Commissar of Sichuan Provincial Military 

District and a former Standing Member of Sichuan Provincial Party Committee, 

bridges the two circles of Zhou Yongkang and Xu Caihou. Chen Anzhong (陳安眾) 

links Zhou’s circle to Su Rong Circle. Zhao Liping (趙黎平) is the overlapping of 

Zhou Yongkang Circle and Bai Enpei Circle. Zhou Yongkang Circle’s substantial 

influence is also reflected by the fact that many of Zhou’s associates rank high in 

centrality in the entire network. Zhou’s circle takes 3 places in the top 10: Zhou 

himself at the 1
st
 place, Li Dongsheng (李東生) at the 4

th
 place, and Ji Wenlin at the 

9
th

 place. 14 tigers out of 17 in Zhou’s circle are in the first half of PageRank ranking 

list. The average PageRank of Zhou Yongkang Circle is the highest among all circles.  

 

In sum, Zhou Yongkang Circle is the most extensive and central one in the tiger 

network. Zhou himself is a qualified factional patron because of his impressive career 

records. Zhou’s circle operated effectively in promoting its members to senior 

positions in provinces/institutions under Zhou’s patronage. Zhou Yongkang Circle 

well qualifies as a factional group and it is the priority target of Xi Jinping’s 

anticorruption campaign. By putting down such a powerful faction, Xi Jinping shows 

his resolve against corruption and his unchallengeable autocracy within the party, 

which differs him from his predecessors who were mere first-among-equals leaders 

and promotes Xi’s status to a level unprecedented in post-Deng China.  

 

4.2. Su Rong Circle: the Second Largest Faction 

Su Rong has the second largest circle in our tiger network and is the first national 

leader put down in Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign. Su had been the provincial 
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party chief of three provinces: Qinghai Province, Gansu Province and Jiangxi 

Province. He had also served in a full-provincial-level position in Central Party 

School. He rose to vice-state level when he left leading positions and semi-retired by 

taking a vice-chairmanship in the National Committee of CPPCC. Even though he 

was unable to advance into Politburo, his rich political experience makes him a figure 

to be reckoned with and capable of structuring his own factional group. Su ranks at 

the 3
rd

 place in PageRank.  

 

Su’s circle consists of 11 tigers. The second highest-ranking member is Jiang Jiemin 

who worked under Su Rong for a brief period in Qinghai Province. Pan Yiyang (潘逸

陽) is the only vice-provincial-level tiger with alternative membership of Central 

Committee in Su’s circle. All the other 8 tigers are at vice-provincial level. It is to be 

noted that the majority of Su’s tigers had served in multiple provinces/institutions. 

Besides Su Rong, Jiang Jiemin and Pan Yiyang who are discussed above, Chen 

Anzhong had worked in both Jiangxi Province and Hunan Province. Zhao Zhiyong 

(趙智勇) was taken down in Jiangxi Province but much of his career was built in the 

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China. Sun Hongzhi (孫鴻志) was a colleague of 

Su Rong in Jilin Province and ended his career in the State Administration for 

Industry and Commerce. Liao Yongyuan’s (廖永遠) had a two-part resume covering 

CNPC and Gansu Province. Only 4 out of 11 Su Rong Circle members have their 

entire careers in one single province: Yao Mugen (姚木根) and Xu Aimin (許愛民) in 

Jiangxi Province, Mao Xiaobing in Qinghai Province and Lu Wucheng (陸武成) in 

Gansu Province. Multi-provincial/ministerial experience extends a cadre’s reach in the 

regime elite network and thus amplifies his influence. As most of Su’s circle members 

have such mobile career tracks, Su Rong Circle should carry considerable political 

weight. With a qualified patron and influential members, Su Rong Circle is the second 

largest factional group brought down in Xi Jinping’s anticorruption project.  
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4.3. Bai Enpei Circle: A Yunnan-Based Faction 

The third circle in the tiger network is Bai Enpei Circle. Bai Enpei is the only possible 

patron of a potential factional group who is not a national leader, but his seniority 

within the party makes him even more influential than many vice-state-level leaders. 

He was an Alternative Member of the 13
th

 and 14
th

 Central Committee and a Full 

Member of the 15
th

, 16
th

 and 17
th

 Central Committee. In comparison, Zhou Yongkang 

and Su Rong both earned the alternative membership of Central Committee at the 14
th

 

Party Congress, five years later than Bai Enpei. In a party that obsessively underlines 

seniority, this five-year difference means that the gap of political influence between 

Bai Enpei and the two national leaders is much narrower than their rank levels suggest. 

Bai’s PageRank is at the 7
th

 place among all 104 tigers.  

 

Bai Enpei’s career covers multiple provinces, including Shaanxi Province, Inner 

Mongolia Autonomous Region, Qinghai Province and Yunnan Province. Most of Bai 

Enpei Circle members who are not overlapped with other circles are from Yunnan 

Province. Bai himself served in Yunnan Province for the longest period, from 2001 to 

2011. Zhang Tianxin (張田欣) was transferred to be the municipal party chief of 

Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan Province, in 2011 and had stayed there until his 

downfall. Qiu He, the predecessor of Zhang Tianxin in Kunming, was promoted to be 

the Deputy Party Chief of Yunnan Province after Kunming. The last Yunnan tiger in 

Bai Enpei Circle, Shen Peiping (沈培平), was put under disciplinary inspection as a 

Vice-Governor of Yunnan Province, a position he took also in 2011. The only 

exclusive circle member from outside of Yunnan Province is Wang Suyi (王素毅), 

one of the earliest hunted tigers who was from Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 

and swiftly sentenced to imprisonment.  

 

Bai Enpei is undoubtedly the patron of this circle. His rank level and seniority 
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allowed him to offer political patronage to his followers concentrated in Yunnan 

Province. Bai Enpei Circle is, therefore, a Yunnan-based small-sized factional group.  

 

4.4. Xu Caihou Circle: Less Significant Than Expected 

The noise that Xu Caihou’s downfall brings is only second to Zhou Yongkang. Xu 

was a Vice-Chairman of CMC between 2004 and 2012 and the highest-ranking 

military tiger in our data. His case is widely publicized as the severest corruption case 

in the history of PLA, and some people even speculate that his downfall is Xi 

Jinping’s counterattack to a coup d’etat plot in which Xu took part. Before we look 

into relational data, it is expected that Xu should have weaved a large network of 

power within PLA and have an extensive faction under his patronage. But the tiger 

network does not come this way. Xu Caihou is unexpectedly situated in a rather 

peripheral position with only 4 generals associated with him. All members in Xu’s 

circle – Ye Wanyong, Fan Changmi (范長秘), Yu Daqing (于大清) and Zhang Qibin 

(張祁斌) – established ties with Xu when Xu commanded the General Politics 

Department.  

 

The unexpected small size of Xu’s circle is a result of our coding principles. Since 

bribery is a form of once-and-done exchange, a faction cannot be exclusively built on 

economic corruption and we, therefore, do not take into account the exchange of 

economic interest when we code relations. Xu Caihou is massively accused of 

military graft, e.g. “selling offices and bartering ranks” (賣官鬻爵, mai guan yu jue) 

(Ding, 2014). Xu Caihou’s case was largely triggered by the inspection of Gu Junshan 

(谷俊山), the former Deputy Director of General Logistics Department who was put 

under disciplinary inspection in 2012. (H. Wang, 2014; “Zhongyang junwei”, 2014) 

Xu was held responsible for Gu Junshan’s promotion. According to a report by South 

China Morning Post, Xu had pocketed more than 35 million Chinese Yuan as bribes 
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from Gu Junshan. (Zhai, 2014b) Therefore, the Xu Caihou case is predominantly 

about economic corruption and the affected PLA generals are related to Xu not by 

professional colleagueship yet by bribery. It explains why in our network Xu has 

nothing more than a small-sized circle that is much less significant than expected. In a 

word, Xu’s circle is too small in size to qualify as a factional group.  

 

4.5. Shanxi Circle and Ling Jihua: Nest Corruption, Not Faction 

The last circle, Shanxi Circle, has 12 tigers. Two of them, Fang Wenping and Huang 

Xianjun (黃獻軍), are PLA generals who had served in Shanxi Provincial Military 

District. Two tigers, Shen Weichen and Liang Bin, had been promoted or transferred 

away before they were disciplined. One tiger, Sun Zhaoxue (孫兆學), left the 

province early in his career. One tiger, Jin Daoming, was from Beijing and transferred 

to Shanxi Province in 2006. The other 6 Shanxi tigers – Du Shanxue, Ling Zhengce, 

Chen Chuanping, Nie Chunyu, Bai Yun and Ren Renhou – are all Shanxi natives with 

their entire careers established in their original province.  

 

As extensive as Shanxi Circle is, there is no clear patron among these tigers. There are 

two possible candidates judging by their rank level. Fang Wenping, a full-army-level 

officer, was the commander of Shanxi Military District before he retired. But as a 

military officer, he was unlikely to provide civilian cadres with patronage. The other 

one is Shen Weichen, who was promoted to Central Publicity Department and later 

became a full-provincial-level cadre after he left Shanxi. He is also unlikely to be a 

patron for Shanxi tigers because he was not a superordinate to his Shanxi colleagues 

when he was there. He was the Party Chief of Taiyuan Municipality, the provincial 

capital, before he was transferred away. Therefore, neither Fang Wenping nor Shen 

Weichen can be the patron of these Shanxi tigers, and a circle without a patron is by 

no means a factional group.  
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The really possible patron of this circle, as people widely speculate, is outside Shanxi. 

Ling Jihua, the only fallen national leader without his own circle, is a younger brother 

of Ling Zhengce, one of the Shanxi tigers. The Ling family is a local powerhouse in 

Shanxi and, according to some reports, is extraordinarily active and well connected in 

local political and commercial communities. (Liu, 2014) The administrative rank level 

and enormous political influence of Ling Jihua in CCP surely qualifies him as a 

factional patron if he does have one. Moreover, it is publicly reported that Ling Jihua 

had been purposefully organizing a society that only took in high-ranking officials 

and outstanding businessmen from Shanxi Province (The Xishan Society, 西山會, xi 

shan hui, see Tian & Luo, 2015). It is not entirely impossible that Ling Jihua is the 

actual leader of this Shanxi Circle.  

 

We disagree for two reasons. First, Ling Jihua himself left Shanxi Province in 1979 

and had not worked in the province ever since. Ling Jihua does not have colleague 

relations with any of the Shanxi tigers, and therefore we lack evidence for the 

speculation that political exchanges – not economic bribery – exist between Ling 

Jihua and Shanxi tigers. Even if we relaxed the tie formation principles and 

recognized kinship, Ling Jihua would be linked to only one Shanxi tiger, which is still 

far from making his local network a hub-spoke structure. Second, and maybe more 

importantly, it is very difficult for a CCP cadre to grow his influence within the party 

if he does not possess experience in multiple provinces and institutions. Lacking 

multi-provincial/ministerial experience, the Shanxi tigers have little potential for 

further advancement and little leverage in a political struggle if they are engaged in 

one. (Kou, 2010b) In other words, a factional group composed of Shanxi natives only 

will not be of much help in a potential power struggle according to the organizational 

and political logics of CCP. Therefore, one may reasonably doubt if Ling Jihua would 

invest his resources into offering patronage to Shanxi Circle now that the payback is 
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so limited. As the tentative conclusion of this section, it might be more reasonable to 

take Shanxi Circle as a typical nest corruption case than a factional group with a 

patron who has never worked with any of his clients.  

 

4.6. Summary 

In this chapter, we take a closer look at the 5 circles identified in Chapter 3. After 

cautious examination, 3 of them are recognized as factional groups while the other 2 

are not. Table 4-1 presents the summaries of these 5 circles.  

 

2 national leaders and a senior cadre at full-provincial level lead the 3 factional groups. 

Zhou Yongkang is the only full-state-level leader who falls in this campaign so far and 

his circle of 17 members has the most extensive structure. Many of Zhou’s 

subordinates have well-designed career paths of advancement in multiple 

provinces/institutions under Zhou’s patronage, including CNPC, MLR, Sichuan 

Province, Hainan Province, etc. Zhou Yongkang Circle is a legitimate faction and the 

priority target of Xi Jinping’s campaign. Su Rong Circle is the second largest faction 

in the network with 11 members in total. Su is a vice-state-level leader himself and 

many of his followers, most notably from Jiangxi Province, are considerably 

influential in CCP with their multi-provincial experience. Bai Enpei, a senior 

full-provincial-level cadre who made into Central Committee even before Zhou and 

Su, leads the last factional group. Bai’s Yunnan-based faction with 8 members is 

relatively small-sized but complete in structure.  

 

2 circles do not qualify as factional groups. The circle of Xu Caihou is too small in 

size with only 4 followers. Its colleague relations exclusively derive from PLA 

General Politics Department, which limits its capacity of political action. Although 

Xu Caihou is a vice-state-level leader, senior enough to patronize a faction, his case is 
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mostly about bribery, on which political action groups can only be built in a rather 

fragile way. Shanxi Circle, the most infamous nest case, seems more about economic 

corruption than factional politics. 8 of its 12 members form a clique with maximal 

density. Most of Shanxi Circle members have their entire careers built in Shanxi 

Province only, and many of them are even natives from Shanxi Province. This 

geographical/functional constitution brings it into question that how effective it can be 

in a potential power struggle. Therefore, in spite of wide speculation, it is doubtful if 

Ling Jihua, a national leader and a younger brother of one of the Shanxi tigers, would 

take all the trouble to patronize such a politically weak group. 

 

Table 4-1: Circles in Summary 

 Leader
1
 Size

2
 Rank Levels

3
 Provinces/Institutions

4
 

Factional Groups 

Zhou 

Yongkang 

Circle 

Zhou 

Yongkang 

17 FS: 1* 

FP (AM): 2 

FP: 1 

VP (AM): 1 

VP: 12 

CNPC 

MLR 

Sichuan 

CPLC 

Xinjiang 

Hainan 

Su Rong 

Circle 

Su Rong 11 VS: 1* 

FP (FM): 1 

VP (AM): 1 

VP: 8 

Jilin 

Qinghai 

Gansu 

Jiangxi 

Bai Enpei 

Circle 

Bai Enpei 8 FP: 1* 

FP (FM): 1 

VP (AM): 1 

VP: 5 

Shaanxi 

Inner Mongolia 

Qinghai 

Yunnan 

Unqualified Circles 

Xu Caihou 

Circle 

Xu Caihou 5 VS: 1* 

VMR (AM): 1 

VMR: 1 

FA: 2 

PLA General Politics 

Department 
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 Leader
1
 Size

2
 Rank Levels

3
 Provinces/Institutions

4
 

Shanxi 

Circle 

None 12 FP (DM): 1 

FA: 1 

VP (AM): 1 

VP (DM): 1 

VA: 1 

VP: 7 

Shanxi 

PLA Shanxi Provincial Military 

District 

Note:  

1. “Leader” indicates the possible patron of each circle, i.e. the highest-ranking tiger.  

2. “Size” indicates the number of tigers in each circle.   

3. “Rank Levels” indicates the tiger frequencies at each rank level. An asterisk * refers to the rank level 

of the circle leader. FS: full-state level; VS: vice-state level; VMR: vice-military-regional level; FP: 

full-provincial level; FA: full-army level; VP: vice-provincial level; VA: vice-army level; FM: full 

membership of Central Committee; AM: alternative membership of Central Committee; DM: 

membership of CCDI.  

4. “Provinces/Institutions” indicates the working units where circle members form their intra-circle 

collogue relations.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

This thesis inquires into the correlation between Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign 

and his power consolidation in the early stage of his rule. The 29 months from 

November 2012 to March 2015 witness the process of Xi’s consolidation of power. 

During this period, is the furious tiger hunt genuinely about fighting corruption, or 

does the new autocrat aims at striking down his enemies? The thesis provides a mixed 

answer. 

 

5.1. Results and Explanations 

As a new autocrat ruling a giant, effective and yet troubled authoritarian regime, Xi 

Jinping came into power faced with challenges from both outside and inside the ruling 

party. Outside the party, growing resentment of the general public about prevalent 

corruption threatens the legitimacy of CCP regime. Inside the party, Xi’s predecessors 

have been ruling the country with their hands tied by the power-sharing arrangements 

of collective leadership in the post-Deng era. The new autocrat has to not only 

consolidate but also expand his powers in order to push through his major reform 

agenda. The agenda, including anticorruption, have been stagnated for too long by the 

regime elites with a vested interest in the status quo and factional balancing within the 

party.  

 

5.1.1. Anticorruption: More Than Power Struggle 

Xi Jinping’s anticorruption campaign is a response to both challenges. First, Xi 

launches this unprecedented tiger hunt to deal with the legitimacy crisis of corruption. 

The disciplined senior corrupt cadres are widely scattered in all corners of the country 
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and in various systems of the party-state. This geographical/functional distribution 

leads us to conclude that a large part of this anticorruption campaign is genuinely for 

cleansing corruption. If the campaign was all about power struggle, the new autocrat 

should have tried to minimize the cost of anticorruption and avoid opening cases that 

do not directly take down his enemies. Statistics suggest otherwise.  

 

Our study of tiger succession further undermines the simple fighting enemies 

interpretation. Outsider succession appears to be the last resort since Xi seldom 

selects an outsider to fill in the vacancy left by a tiger. If the campaign was about 

fighting enemies, outsider succession should have been heavily deployed, as Xi would 

have wanted to replace rivals with his own loyalists who are likely to come from 

outside the given province/institution. In reality, though, insider succession prevails. 

The succession frequencies support the claim that most fallen tigers are brought down 

because of corruption.  

 

5.1.2. Power Consolidation: the Fuel of Anticorruption 

Anticorruption is a costly cause and is fueled by power consolidation of the autocrat. 

Thanks to Hu Jintao’s outright retirement, Xi Jinping was able to swiftly grasp the 

supreme power and begin his tiger hunt immediately after assuming office. The 

temporal distribution of tigers shows a pattern that significant power consolidation 

events precede high tides of anticorruption.  

 

Geographical distribution also implies this correlation that anticorruption follows 

power consolidation. Beijing Municipality and Shanghai Municipality are the two 

provinces most sensitive to the cost of anticorruption. Therefore, the new autocrat has 

to wait until he is in full command of the party-state so that he can manage the 

turbulence caused by the downfall of a Beijing or Shanghai tiger. It explains why 

these two municipalities are the last provinces to produce a tiger.  
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5.1.3. Factions: Cracked Down to Create A Climate 

This thesis uses colleague relations between senior corrupt cadres to draw a tiger 

network for the sake of factional analysis. We apply a three-step procedure to identify 

factional groups in the tiger network: first, to look for cadres who are significantly 

higher-ranking than those tied with them; second, to see if the local structures around 

these higher-ranking cadres resemble the spoke-hub paradigm; and lastly, to calculate 

centrality score that quantifies relative network positions and see if the possible patron 

is actually more central to others. We find three factional groups among the tigers: 

Zhou Yongkang Circle, Su Rong Circle, and Bai Enpei Circle. The other two circles 

do not qualify as factions: Xu Caihou Circle that is too small and Shanxi Circle that is 

a clique without a patron.  

 

It is not Xi’s purpose to directly replace his enemies with king’s men when he cracks 

down these factional groups. Rather, his advertised anticorruption campaign is to 

create a favorable climate in which Xi Jinping can expand his personal autocracy and 

eventually break the power-sharing arrangments in post-Deng China. Xi’s ultimate 

program is to go beyond the first-among-equals leadership of his two predecessors 

and raise himself to be an unchallengeable autocrat. This aggressive anticorruption 

storm is to deter any possible resistance of regime elites, and the factions are cracked 

as warning messages of what shall happen to those against Xi Jinping’s cause.  

 

5.2. Limitations and Future Research 

The research design of this thesis is limited in many aspects. Future research may 

apply alternative empirical strategies so that our understanding of anticorruption and 

authoritarian politics in China can be furthered beyond the limitations borne in this 

thesis.  
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5.2.1. Boundary of Network 

The population of this research is all the senior cadres who are taken down for 

corruption in the early stage of Xi Jinping’s rule. The network we draw in Chapter 3 

consists of all these tigers. Ideally, however, the boundary of our network should go 

beyond that because the meaningful ties to our analysis can be not only between fallen 

tigers but also between the tigers and other cadres clean from corruption accusation 

yet. For one thing, the cutting point of our time scope may lead us to overlook 

colleague ties between a fallen tiger and a cadre who was brought down for corruption 

after March 2015. We may, therefore, fail to take into account factional groups that 

had been partially taken down. For another, Xi Jinping has to be extremely cautious 

about taking down top leaders of the party considering the political impact sure to 

come. The political cost of banishing state leaders for corruption can be too high to 

afford, and therefore Xi settles for removing their factional subordinates, which can 

undermine his rival factions and deter party elites all the same.  

 

For example, the 5
th

 national leader who falls in the anticorruption campaign, Guo 

Boxiong, was put under disciplinary inspection in April 2015, right after the cutting 

point of this thesis. Guo was a Vice-Chairman of CMC between 2002 and 2012 and so 

far the highest-ranking military tiger in CCP history. In his far-flung service in PLA, 

the “Northwest Wolf” (Buckley, 2015) patronized a considerable number of officers 

(Xi, 2016) and fostered extensive factional structure. Because we cut the time scope 

before his downfall, we cannot observe the possible factional structure under his 

patronage, including those Guo Boxiong followers who were caught before March 

2015.  

 

A future research planning to take in all meaningful ties between CCP elites should 

code interrelations between, at least, all senior cadres at or above vice-provincial level. 
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This shall allow us to observe the relative positions of senior corrupt cadres in the 

complete elite network of CCP regime. It will be a challenging project as there can be 

thousands of elites to be included.
38

 But it is worth the effort because such a project 

better explains elite politics in anticorruption.  

 

5.2.2. Colleagueship and Other Social Relations 

As we provide in Chapter 3, this thesis only codes colleague relations to construct the 

sociogram. It is a theoretical choice as well as an operational one. Theoretically, the 

classical clientelist conception of faction describes factional ties as the trellis on 

formal institutions. (Nathan, 1973) The conception of “informal politics”, on the other 

hand, allows us to directly recognize colleagueship as potential factional ties. (Tsou, 

1976) But we have to remind ourselves that the tiger network we diagram does not 

self-explanatorily present factions. Colleague ties are not equal with factional ties in 

any circumstances. They are at best potential factional ties. It takes delicate qualitative 

analysis to decide whether an identified circle is a functional faction even for those 

circles with possible patrons and spoke-hub structures.  

 

Future research may adopt alternative methods to code colleague relations. In our 

matrix, colleagueship is a dummy variable. It is either with or without colleagueship, 

valued at “0” or “1”. If we want to dialogue with the sociological literature of strong 

ties vs. weak ties, we can code colleagueship with values and thus transform the 

sociogram into a weighted network. For instance, the value of ties can be a continuous 

variable measuring the duration of colleagueship. The tie value can also be a discrete 

variable that counts the number of provinces/institutions where two given cadres have 

been colleagues.  

 

                                                        
38 For example, a magazine story reports that Central Organization Department directly manages approximately 

5,000 cadres who are considered as cadres under central management. (Cai, 2014) 
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Beyond colleagueship, factional groups may be constructed based on other types of 

relations. Victor Shih (2004) uses shared backgrounds of family origin and university 

education as well as colleagueship to operationalize the definition of factional tie. 

Cheng Li identifies cadre groups by their schoolmate relationship in university (1994) 

and by their shared family origin (2004). Zhiyue Bo (2006) and Cheng Li (2013) 

study CCP cadres who are “princelings” (太子黨, taizi dang), offsprings of the 

founding fathers of CCP regime, and take them as a possible factional group. 

Chien-wen Kou (2001; 2007) analyzes the cadres who have worked in CCYL, and 

Wei Li and Lucian Pye (1992) look into cadres who are former secretaries to 

high-ranking leaders. Future studies on senior corrupt cadres may diagram a 

multidimensional network using social relations besides colleagueship as the basis of 

factional ties.  

 

5.2.3. Anticorruption and Central Inspection System 

CCDI is not the sole party organ with authority in the realm of disciplinary inspection. 

Ever since Xi Jinping came into power, the Central Leading Group for Inspection 

Work (CLGIW) has grown into an ever more prominent addition to CCDI. In 2003, 

CCDI and Central Organization Department jointly founded the Central Inspection 

Office. In 2009, CLGIW was founded in place of the former office as a state-level 

coordinating institution. After Xi assumed office, Wang Qishan, Xi’s most trusted ally 

in the Standing Committee of Politburo, took charge of CCDI as well as CLGIW. 

(Hou, 2015) By March 2015, CLGIW had launched 6 rounds of all-encompassing 

central inspection in May 2013, October 2013, March 2014, July 2014, November 

2014 and February 2015. The Central Inspection Teams in these 6 rounds covered all 

31 provinces plus XPCC, 11 organs under the State Council, 2 mass organizations and 

40 SOEs.  
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It has been confirmed that Central Inspection Teams are the first to discover a 

considerable number of tiger cases. For instance, Liao Shaohua (廖少華) from 

Guizhou Province, Guo Youming and Chen Baihuai (陳柏槐) from Hubei Province, 

Chen Anzhong and Yao Mugen from Jiangxi Province, and Chen Tiexin (陳鐵新) 

from Liaoning Province all got their corruption exposed when Central Inspection 

Teams went down to their provinces. (S. Wang, 2014b; Fan, 2014; “Zhongjiwei shou”, 

2014) Future research may go deeper into the mechanisms of Central Inspection 

System, especially the timing of CLGIW dispatching its teams down. If we are able to 

establish a temporal correlation between central inspection and Xi Jinping’s tiger hunt 

and find out what role exactly the Central Inspection Teams play, we will be in a 

better position to explain the temporal distribution of tigers, especially the 

mechanisms of its climax and “timeout”.   

 

5.3. Summary 

We conclude this thesis by presenting the overall results and explaining them in our 

analytical framework. Xi Jinping’s tiger hunt is more than a power struggle as a great 

many senior cadres are taken down from across the party-state without clear factional 

reasons. As a new autocrat, Xi Jinping needs to consolidate his institutional powers 

before he carries out anticorruption. The anticorruption campaign does serve Xi’s 

greater agenda: it brings about a forbidding climate that deters possible resistance of 

party elites so that Xi can break the cage of post-Deng power-sharing arrangements 

and steer the regime toward major reforms.  

 

This thesis is limited in various aspects. Future research may include all cadres at or 

above vice-provincial level in the network rather than tigers only. It is advisable to 

construct a weighted network or multidimensional network in subsequent research. 

Lastly, it might be helpful to look into the Central Inspection System and put the 
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mechanisms of central inspection into our framework of anticorruption politics.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: List of Tigers in the Anticorruption Campaign 

 

No.
1
 Pinyin Name Last Working 

Unit 

Rank 

Level
2
 

Date of 

Downfall 

1 Li Chuncheng 李春城 Sichuan Province VP (AM) 2012/12/5 

2 Wu Yongwen 吳永文 Hubei Province VP 2013/1/5 

3 Yi Junqing 衣俊卿 Central 

Compilation and 

Translation Bureau 

VP 2013/1/17 

4 Liu Tienan 劉鐵男 National 

Development and 

Reform 

Commission 

VP 2013/5/12 

5 Ni Fake 倪發科 Anhui Province VP 2013/6/4 

6 Guo Yongxiang 郭永祥 Sichuan Province VP 2013/6/23 

7 Wang Suyi 王素毅 Inner Mongolia 

Autonomous 

Region 

VP 2013/6/30 

8 Li Daqiu 李達球 Guangxi Zhuang 

Autonomous 

Region 

VP 2013/7/6 

9 Wang Yongchun 王永春 China National 

Petroleum 

Corporation 

(CNPC) 

VP (AM) 2013/8/26 

10 Jiang Jiemin 蔣潔敏 State-owned Assets 

Supervision and 

Administration 

Commission 

(SASAC) 

FP (FM) 2013/9/1 

11 Ji Jianye 季建業 Jiangsu Province VP 2013/10/17 

12 Liao Shaohua 廖少華 Guizhou Province VP 2013/10/28 

13 Wang Minggui 王明貴 PLA General Staff 

Department 

VA 2013/11 

14 Chen Baihuai 陳柏槐 Hubei Province VP 2013/11/19 

15 Guo Youming 郭有明 Hubei Province VP 2013/11/27 
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16 Chen Anzhong 陳安眾 Jiangxi Province VP 2013/12/6 

17 Fu Xiaoguang 付曉光 Heilongjiang 

Province 

VP 2013/12/17 

18 Tong Mingqian 童名謙 Hunan Province VP 2013/12/18 

19 Li Dongsheng 李東生 Ministry of Public 

Security (MPS) 

FP (FM) 2013/12/20 

20 Yang Gang 楊剛 General 

Administration of 

Quality 

Supervision, 

Inspection and 

Quarantine 

VP 2013/12/27 

21 Li Chongxi 李崇禧 Sichuan Province FP 2013/12/29 

22 Ji Wenlin 冀文林 Hainan Province VP 2014/2/18 

23 Zhu Zuoli 祝作利 Shaanxi Province VP 2014/2/19 

24 Jin Daoming 金道銘 Shanxi Province VP 2014/2/27 

25 Fang Wenping 方文平 PLA Shaanxi 

Provincial Military 

District 

FA 2014/3 

26 Shen Peiping 沈培平 Yunnan Province VP 2014/3/9 

27 Xu Caihou 徐才厚 Central Military 

Commission 

(CMC) 

VS 2014/3/15 

28 Yao Mugen 姚木根 Jiangxi Province VP 2014/3/22 

29 Wei Jin 衛晉 PLA Tibet Military 

District 

FA 2014/4 

30 Shen Weichen 申維辰 Chinese 

Associations for 

Science and 

Technology 

FP (DM) 2014/4/12 

31 Song Lin 宋林 China Resources 

(Holdings) 

Company Limited 

VP 2014/4/17 

32 Mao Xiaobing 毛小兵 Qinghai Province VP 2014/4/25 

33 Chen Qiang 陳強 PLA Second 

Artillery Force 

VA 2014/5 

34 Ye Wanyong 葉萬勇 PLA Sichuan 

Provincial Military 

District 

FA 2014/5 

35 Fu Linguo 符林國 PLA General 

Logistics 

VA 2014/5 
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Department 

36 Tan Qiwei 譚棲偉 Chongqing 

Municipality 

VP 2014/5/3 

37 Wang Shuaiting 王帥廷 China National 

Travel Service 

(HK) Group 

Corporation 

VP 2014/5/16 

38 Yang Baohua 陽寶華 Hunan Province VP 2014/5/26 

39 Zhao Zhiyong 趙智勇 Jiangxi Province VP 2014/6/3 

40 Su Rong 蘇榮 National 

Committee of the 

Chinese People’s 

Political 

Consultative 

Conference 

(CPPCC) 

VS 2014/6/14 

41 Du Shanxue 杜善學 Shanxi Province VP 2014/6/19 

42 Ling Zhengce 令政策 Shanxi Province VP 2014/6/19 

43 Wan Qingliang 萬慶良 Guangdong 

Province 

VP (AM) 2014/6/27 

44 Yang Jinshan 楊金山 PLA Chengdu 

Military Region 

VMR 

(FM) 

2014/7 

45 Zhang Gongxian 張貢獻 PLA Jinan Military 

Region 

VMR 2014/7 

46 Tan Li 譚力 Hainan Province VP 2014/7/8 

47 Zhang Tianxin 張田欣 Yunnan Province VP 2014/7/12 

48 Han Xiancong 韓先聰 Anhui Province VP 2014/7/12 

49 Wu Changshun 武長順 Tianjin 

Municipality 

VP 2014/7/20 

50 Chen Tiexin 陳鐵新 Liaoning Province VP 2014/7/24 

51 Zhou Yongkang 周永康 Standing 

Committee of 

Politburo;  

Central Politics and 

Law Commission 

(CPLC) 

FS 2014/7/29 

52 Zhang Qibin 張祁斌 PLA Jinan Military 

Region 

FA 2014/8 

53 Zhu Heping 朱和平 PLA Chengdu 

Military Region 

FA 2014/8 

54 Chen Chuanping 陳川平 Shanxi Province VP (AM) 2014/8/23 
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55 Nie Chunyu 聶春玉 Shanxi Province VP 2014/8/23 

56 Bai Yun 白雲 Shanxi Province VP 2014/8/29 

57 Bai Enpei 白恩培 Yunnan Province FP 2014/8/29 

58 Ren Runhou 任潤厚 Shanxi Province VP 2014/8/29 

59 Sun Zhaoxue 孫兆學 Aluminum 

Corporation of 

China 

VP 2014/9/15 

60 Pan Yiyang 潘逸陽 Inner Mongolia 

Autonomous 

Region 

VP (AM) 2014/9/17 

61 Qin Yuhai 秦玉海 Henan Province VP 2014/9/22 

62 Cai Guangliao 蔡廣遼 Guangdong 

Province 

VP 2014/10 

63 Yuan Shijun 苑世軍 PLA Hubei 

Provincial Military 

District 

FA 2014/10 

64 He Jiacheng 何家成 Chinese Academy 

of Governance 

FP 2014/10/11 

65 Zhao Shaolin 趙少麟 Jiangsu Province VP 2014/10/11 

66 Liu Zheng 劉錚 PLA General 

Logistics 

Department 

VMR 2014/11 

67 Dai Weimin 戴維民 PLA General 

Political 

Department 

VA 2014/11 

68 Gao Xiaoyan 高小燕 PLA General Staff 

Department 

VA 2014/11 

69 Wang Aiguo 王愛國 PLA Shenyang 

Military Region 

FA 2014/11 

70 Huang Xianjun 黃獻軍 PLA Shanxi 

Provincial Military 

District 

VA 2014/11 

71 Duan Tianjie 段天杰 PLA National 

Defense University 

FA 2014/11 

72 Liang Bin 梁濱 Hebei Province VP (DM) 2014/11/20 

73 Sui Fengfu 隋鳳富 Heilongjiang 

Province 

VP 2014/11/27 

74 Zhu Mingguo 朱明國 Guangdong 

Province 

FP (AM) 2014/11/28 

75 Ma Xiangdong 馬向東 PLA General 

Political 

VA 2014/12 
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Department 

76 Zhang Daixin 張代新 PLA Heilongjiang 

Provincial Military 

District 

VA 2014/12 

77 Fang Changmi 范長秘 PLA Lanzhou 

Military Region 

VMR 

(AM) 

2014/12 

78 Yu Daqing 于大清 PLA Second 

Artillery Force 

VMR 2014/12 

79 Wang Min 王敏 Shandong Province VP (AM) 2014/12/19 

80 Han Xuejian 韓學鍵 Heilongjiang 

Province 

VP 2014/12/22 

81 Ling Jihua 令計劃 National 

Committee of the 

Chinese People’s 

Political 

Consultative 

Conference 

(CPPCC); United 

Front Department 

of CPC Central 

Committee 

VS (FM) 2014/12/22 

82 Sun Hongzhi 孫鴻志 State 

Administration for 

Industry and 

Commerce 

VP 2014/12/26 

83 Huang Xing 黃星 PLA Academy of 

Military Science 

FA 2015/1 

84 Zhang Dongshui 張東水 PLA Second 

Artillery Force 

VMR 2015/1 

85 Cheng Jie 程杰 PLA Navy VA 2015/1 

86 Chen Jianfeng 陳劍鋒 PLA Guangzhou 

Military Region 

VA 2015/1 

87 Lan Weijie 蘭偉杰 PLA Hubei 

Provincial Military 

District 

VA 2015/1 

88 Liu Hongjie 劉洪杰 PLA General Staff 

Department 

VA 2015/1 

89 Fu Yi 傅怡 PLA Zhejiang 

Provincial Military 

District 

FA 2015/1 

90 Yang Weize 楊衛澤 Jiangsu Province VP (AM) 2015/1/4 
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91 Ma Jian 馬建 Ministry of State 

Security 

VP 2015/1/16 

92 Lu Wucheng 陸武成 Gansu Province VP 2015/1/23 

93 Chen Hongyan 陳紅岩 PLA Air Force VA 2015/2 

94 Wang Sheng 王聲 PLA Air Force VA 2015/2 

95 Guo Zhenggang 郭正鋼 PLA Zhejiang 

Provincial Military 

District 

VA 2015/2 

96 Si Xinliang 斯鑫良 Zhejiang Province VP 2015/2/16 

97 Xu Aimin 許愛民 Jiangxi Province VP 2015/2/17 

98 Jing Chunhua 景春華 Hebei Province VP 2015/3/3 

99 Li Zhi 栗智 Xinjiang Uyghur 

Autonomous 

Region 

VP 2015/3/11 

100 Qiu He 仇和 Yunnan Province VP (AM) 2015/3/15 

101 Xu Jianyi 徐建一 China FAW Group 

Corporation 

VP 2015/3/15 

102 Liao Yongyuan 廖永遠 China National 

Petroleum 

Corporation 

(CNPC) 

VP 2015/3/16 

103 Xu Gang 徐剛 Fujian Province VP 2015/3/20 

104 Zhao Liping 趙黎平 Inner Mongolia 

Autonomous 

Region 

VP 2015/3/20 

Source: compiled by the authors.  

Note:  

1. The list only includes the tigers who had been publicly put under disciplinary inspection after the 

18
th

 Party Congress up till March 2015. Those who fell down during Hu Jintao’s era and received trial 

under Xi Jinping’s reign shall not be in the list. 

2. FS: full-state level; VS: vice-state level; FP: full-provincial level; VP: vice-provincial level; FMR: 

full-military-regional level; VMR: vice-military-regional level; FA: full-army level; VA: vice-army 

level; FM: full member of Central Committee; AM: alternative member of Central Committee; DM: 

member of CCDI.  
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Appendix 2: List of Relevant Institutions 

 

State-Level Units 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Central Commission for Discipline Inspection 

(CCDI) 

中共中央紀律檢查委員會 

2 Central Military Commission (CMC)
1
 中共中央軍事委員會 

3 Chinese People’s Political Consultative 

Conference (CPPCC) 

中國人民政治協商會議 

4 National People’s Congress 全國人民代表大會 

5 Politburo of the CCP Central Committee 中共中央政治局 

6 Secretariat of the CCP Central Committee 中共中央書記處 

7 Standing Committee of Politburo 政治局常務委員會 

8 State Council 國務院 

9 Supreme People’s Court 最高人民法院 

10 Supreme People’s Procuratorate 最高人民檢察院 

 

State-Level Coordinating Institutions 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Central Committee for Comprehensive 

Management of Public Security 

中共中央社會治安綜合治

理委員會 

2 Central Leading Group for Comprehensively 

Deepening Reform 

中共中央全面深化改革領

導小組 

3 Central Leading Group for Inspection Work 

(CLGIW) 

中央巡視工作領導小組 

4 Central Leading Group for Stability Maintenance  中共中央維護穩定工作領

導小組 

5 Central National Security Commission 中共中央國家安全委員會 

6 Central Politics and Law Commission (CPLC) 中共中央政法委員會 

7 CMC Leading Group for Deepening National 

Defense and Military Reform 

中央軍委深化國防和軍隊

改革領導小組 

8 Xinjiang Work Coordination Group (XWCG) 中共中央新疆工作協調小

組 

 

Local Provincial Units 

 English Name Chinese Name 
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1 Anhui Province 安徽省 

2 Beijing Municipality 北京市 

3 Chongqing Municipality 重慶市 

4 Fujian Province 福建省 

5 Gansu Province 甘肅省 

6 Guangdong Province 廣東省 

7 Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region 廣西壯族自治區 

8 Guizhou Province 貴州省 

9 Hainan Province 海南省 

10 Heilongjiang Province 黑龍江省 

11 Hebei Province 河北省 

12 Henan Province 河南省 

13 Hubei Province 湖北省 

14 Hunan Province 湖南省 

15 Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region 內蒙古自治區 

16 Jilin Province 吉林省 

17 Jiangsu Province 江蘇省 

18 Jiangxi Province 江西省 

19 Liaoning Province 遼寧省 

20 Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region 寧夏回族自治區 

21 Qinghai Province 青海省 

22 Shaanxi Province 陝西省 

23 Shandong Province 山東省 

24 Shanghai Municipality 上海市 

25 Shanxi Province 山西省 

26 Sichuan Province 四川省 

27 Tianjin Municipality 天津市 

28 Tibet Autonomous Region 西藏自治區 

29 Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps 

(XPCC)
2
 

新疆生產建設兵團 

30 Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region 新疆維吾爾自治區 

31 Yunnan Province 雲南省 

32 Zhejiang Province 浙江省 

 

Ministerial-Level Units Under CCP Central Committee 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Central Compilation and Translation Bureau 中共中央編譯局 

2 Communist Youth League of China (CCYL) 中國共產主義青年團 

3 General Office of CCP Central Committee 中共中央辦公廳 
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4 Organization Department of CCP Central 

Committee 

中共中央組織部 

5 Party School of CCP Central Committee 中共中央黨校 

6 Policy Research Office of CCP Central 

Committee 

中共中央政策研究室 

7 Political Restructuring Research Office of CCP 

Central Committee 

中共中央政治體制改革研

究室 

8 Publicity Department of CCP Central Committee 中共中央宣傳部 

9 United Front Department of CCP Central 

Committee 

中共中央統一戰線工作部 

 

Ministerial-Level Units Under the State Council 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Ministry of Agriculture 農業部 

2 Chinese Academy of Governance 國家行政學院 

3 General Administration of Quality Supervision, 

Inspection and Quarantine 

國家質量監督檢驗檢疫總

局 

4 General Administration of Sport 國家體育總局 

5 Ministry of Chemical Industry 化學工業部 

6 Ministry of Coal Industry 煤炭工業部 

7 Ministry of Commerce 商業部 

8 Ministry of Education 教育部 

9 Ministry of Environmental Protection 環境保護部 

10 Ministry of Finance 財政部 

11 Ministry of Foreign Affairs 外交部 

12 Ministry of Geology and Mineral Resources 地質礦產部 

13 Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural 

Development 

住房和城鄉建設部 

14 Ministry of Human Resources and Social 

Security 

人力資源和社會保障部 

15 Ministry of Internal Trade 國內貿易部 

16 Ministry of Labor and Social Security 勞動和社會保障部 

17 Ministry of Land and Resources (MLR) 國土資源部 

18 Ministry of Personnel 人事部 

19 Ministry of Petroleum Industry 石油工業部 

20 Ministry of Public Security (MPS) 公安部 

21 Ministry of Science and Technology 科學技術部 

22 Ministry of State Farms and Land Reclamation 農墾部 

23 Ministry of State Security 國家安全部 

24 Ministry of Supervision 監察部 
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25 Ministry of Supplies  物資部 

26 Ministry of Transport 交通部 

27 Ministry of Water Resources 水利部 

28 National Development and Reform Commission 國家發展和改革委員會 

29 National Tourism Administration 國家旅遊局 

30 Office for Economic Restructuring 經濟體制改革辦公室 

31 Office of the Leading Croup for Revitalizing 

Northeast China and Other Old Industrial Bases 

振興東北地區等老工業基

地領導小組辦公室 

32 Office of the Leading Group on West 

Development 

西部開發領導小組辦公室 

33 State Administration for Industry and Commerce 國家工商行政管理總局 

34 State Administration of Press, Publication, 

Radio, Film and Television 

國家新聞出版廣播電影電

視總局 

35 State Administration of Radio, Film and 

Television 

國家廣播電影電視總局 

36 State Administration of Work Safety 國家安全生產監督管理總

局 

37 State Economic and Trade Commission 國家經濟貿易委員會 

38 State-owned Assets Supervision and 

Administration Commission (SASAC) 

國有資產監督管理委員會 

 

Ministerial-Level SOEs and State-Owned Financial Institutions 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Aluminum Corporation of China 中國鋁業公司 

2 Central China Electric Power Group Corporation 華中電力集團 

3 Central Huijin Investment Ltd. (Central Huijin) 中央匯金投資有限責任公

司 

4 China Aerospace Science and Technology 

Corporation 

中國航天科技集團 

5 China FAW Group Corporation 中國第一汽車集團公司 

6 China Merchants Group 招商局集團 

7 China National Gold Group Corporation 中國黃金集團公司 

8 China National Nonferrous Metals Industry 

Corporation 

中國有色金屬工業總公司 

9 China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) 中國石油天然氣集團公司 

10 China National Travel Service (HK) Group 

Corporation 

中國港中旅集團公司 

11 China Petrochemical Corporation (Sinopec 

Group) 

中國石油化工集團公司 

12 China Railway Corporation 中國鐵路總公司 
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13 China Railway Group Limited 中國中鐵股份有限公司 

14 China Resources (Holdings) Company Limited 華潤集團 

15 China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation 中國船舶重工集團 

16 China Star Group 中國華星集團 

17 China Three Gorges Corporation 中國長江三峽集團公司 

18 Commercial Aircraft Corporation of China 中國商用飛機有限責任公

司 

19 Dongfeng Motor Corporation 東風汽車公司 

20 Industrial and Commercial Bank of China 中國工商銀行 

21 Wuhan Iron and Steel (Group) Corporation 

(WISCO) 

武漢鋼鐵（集團）公司 

 

PLA Units Directly Under CMC 

 English Name Chinese Name 

1 Academy of Military Science 軍事科學院 

2 Armed Police Force 中國人民武裝警察部隊 

3 Air Force 空軍 

4 Beijing Military Region 北京軍區 

5 Chengdu Military Region 成都軍區 

6 General Logistics Department 總後勤部 

7 General Office of the Central Military 

Commission (CMC) 

中央軍事委員會辦公廳 

8 General Political Department 總政治部 

9 General Staff Department 總參謀部 

10 Guangzhou Military Region 廣州軍區 

11 Hong Kong Garrison 駐港部隊 

12 Jinan Military Region 濟南軍區 

13 Lanzhou Military Region 蘭州軍區 

14 Nanjing Military Region 南京軍區 

15 Wuhan Military Region 武漢軍區 

16 National Defense University  國防大學 

17 National University of Defense Technology 國防科學技術大學 

18 Navy 海軍 

19 Second Artillery Force 第二炮兵 

20 Shenyang Military Region 瀋陽軍區 

 

Ministerial-Level Mass Organizations 

 English Name Chinese Name 
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1 All China Federation of Trade Unions 中華全國總工會 

2 China Association for Science and Technology 中國科學技術協會 

3 China Council for the Promotion of International 

Trade 

中國國際貿易促進委員會 

4 Chinese People’s Institute of Foreign Affairs 中國人民外交學會 

Note:  

1. There are one party organ and one state organ both named “CMC” in China. The two parallel CMCs 

are composed of the same leadership, supported by the same staff and exercising the same powers. 

They are legitimately one identical institution under two names, or in Chinese “one organ, two 

signboards” (「一塊牌子，兩套班子」, yikuai paizi, liangtao banzi). The party CMC is usually deemed 

as the actual organ in command in light of the party’s divine principle “guns under the party command” 

(黨指揮槍, dang zhihui qiang). In this thesis, “CMC” refers to the party organ unless specified 

otherwise. 

2. XPCC is coded as an independent province. See the discussion of XPCC in Section 3.1.  
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Appendix 3: List of Chinese Names 

 

Pinyin Chinese Name 

Bai Enpei 白恩培 

Bai Yun 白雲 

Bo Xilai 薄熙來 

Cao Guangjing 曹廣晶 

Chen Anzhong 陳安眾 

Chen Baihuai 陳柏槐 

Chen Chuanping 陳川平 

Chen Liangyu 陳良宇 

Chen Tiexin 陳鐵新 

Chen Xitong 陳希同 

Chen Yun 陳雲 

Deng Xiaoping 鄧小平 

Du Shanxue 杜善學 

Fan Changmi 范長秘 

Fang Wenping 方文平 

Fu Yuning 傅育寧 

Gu Junshan 谷俊山 

Guo Boxiong 郭伯雄 

Guo Yongxiang 郭永祥 

Guo Youming 郭有明 

Hu Jintao 胡錦濤 

Huang Xianjun 黃獻軍 

Ji Wenlin 冀文林 

Jiang Jiemin 蔣潔敏 

Jiang Zemin 江澤民 

Jin Daoming 金道銘 

Li Chongxi 李崇禧 

Li Chuncheng 李春城 

Li Dongsheng 李東生 

Liang Bin 梁濱 

Liao Shaohua 廖少華 

Liao Yongyuan 廖永遠 

Ling Jihua 令計劃 

Ling Zhengce 令政策 

Lu Wucheng 陸武成 
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Mao Xiaobing 毛小兵 

Mao Zedong 毛澤東 

Nie Chunyu 聶春玉 

Pan Yiyang 潘逸陽 

Qiu He 仇和 

Ren Runhou 任潤厚 

Shen Peiping 沈培平 

Shen Weichen 申維辰 

Song Lin 宋林 

Su Rong 蘇榮 

Sun Hongzhi 孫鴻志 

Sun Zhaoxue 孫兆學 

Tan Li 譚力 

Wang Qishan 王岐山 

Wang Suyi 王素毅 

Wang Yongchun 王永春 

Xi Jinping 習近平 

Xu Aimin 許愛民 

Xu Caihou 徐才厚 

Xu Jianyi 徐建一 

Xu Ping 徐平 

Yao Mugen 姚木根 

Ye Wanyong 葉萬勇 

Yu Daqing 于大清 

Zhang Qibin 張祁斌 

Zhang Tianxin 張田欣 

Zhao Liping 趙黎平 

Zhao Zhiyong 趙智勇 

Zhou Yongkang 周永康 
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Appendix 4: Administrative Rank Levels of Tigers 

 

Full-State Level (正國級) 

- The top rank of cadres. 

- Posts at this rank level include General Secretary of the Communist Party of 

China (中共中央總書記), President of the People’s Republic of China (國家主

席), Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (全

國人大常委會委員長 ), Premier (國務院總理 ), Chairman of the National 

Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (全國政協

主席) and Chairman of the Central Military Commission (中央軍委主席).  

- All Standing Members of the Politburo (政治局常委) are also at full-state level. 

 

Vice-State Level (副國級) 

- The vice-state-level cadres, together with full-state-level cadres, are known as the 

“Party and State Leaders” (黨和國家領導人).  

- Posts at this rank level include Secretary of the Central Commission for Discipline 

Inspection (中紀委書記), secretaries and alternative secretaries of the Secretariat 

of Central Committee (中央書記處書記、候補書記), Vice-Chairmen of the 

Standing Committee of the National People’s Congress (全國人大常委會副委員

長), Vice-Premiers (國務院副總理), State Councilors (國務委員), President of 

the Supreme People’s Court (最高人民法院院長), Procurator-General of the 

Supreme People’s Procuratorate (最高人民檢察院檢察長), Vice-Chairmen of the 

National Committee of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference 

(全國政協副主席), Vice-Chairmen of the Central Military Commission (中央軍

委副主席).  

- Members and alternative members of the Politburo (政治局委員、候補委員), 
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except for those at full-state level, are at vice-state level. 

 

Full-Provincial/Ministerial Level (正省部級) 

- Posts at full-provincial level, also known as full-ministerial level (正部級), 

include but are not limited to:  

- Local units:  

- Party Chiefs (黨委書記), Governors, Chairmen of Government or 

Mayors (省長、自治區主席、市長 ), Chairmen of the Standing 

Committee of People’s Congress (人大常委會主任) and Chairmen of 

Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (政協主席) of the 

31 provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under 

the Central Government (省、自治區、直轄市) 

- the First Party Secretary and Fist Commissar (黨委第一書記、第一政

委) of the Xinjiang Production and Construction Corps (新疆生產建

設兵團) 

- Directors of the Liaison Offices of the Central People’s Government 

(中聯辦) in Hong Kong and Macao; etc.  

- Central units:  

- Ministers and Directors (部長、主任、局長, etc.) of Ministries and 

Commissions under the State Council (國務院部委) 

- Heads and Directors (部長、主任、局長, etc.) of units under Central 

Committee (中央委員會) 

- Vice-Presidents of the Supreme People’s Court; Deputy 

Procurator-General of the Supreme People’s Procuratorate 

- Directors (主任) of full-ministerial-level offices of leading groups or 

coordination groups under Central Committee or the State Council 

- Persons-in-charge of ministerial-level mass organizations (群眾組織) 
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and other institutions; etc.   

- Full-provincial-level cadres can be further differentiated from each other by their 

membership of Central Committee or Central Commission for Discipline 

Inspection. A number of full-provincial-level cadres are full members of Central 

Committee or Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, which entitles them 

to a higher political status than those who are not. 

 

Vice-Provincial/Ministerial Level (副省部級) 

- Posts at vice-provincial level, also known as vice-ministerial level (副部級), 

include but are not limited to:  

- Local units:  

- Standing members of party committees (黨委常委) of the 31 provinces, 

autonomous regions, and municipalities directly under the Central 

Government (省、自治區、直轄市) 

- Party Chiefs (黨委書記), Mayors (市長), Chairmen of the Standing 

Committee of People’s Congress (人大常委會主任) and Chairmen of 

Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference (政協主席) of the 

15 vice-provincial-level municipalities (副省級城市) 

- Other deputies of full-provincial cadres; etc.  

- Central units:  

- Directors (局長) of vice-ministerial-level Administrations under the 

State Council 

- Directors (主任、局長 , etc.) of vice-ministerial-level units under 

Central Committee 

- Other deputies of full-provincial cadres; etc.  

- Vice-provincial-level cadres can be further differentiated from each other by their 

membership of Central Committee or Central Commission for Discipline 
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Inspection. A number of vice-provincial-level cadres are alternative members of 

Central Committee or full members of Central Commission for Discipline 

Inspection, which entitles them to a higher political status than those who are not. 

 

Rank Levels in Military Force
1
 

- Military ranks do not exactly match the civilian administrative rank levels. 

Generally, a commander or commissar of a field army (集團軍) or provincial 

military district (省軍區) is considered equal to a full-provincial-level civil 

official, whose rank is named full-army level (正軍級).  

- Vice-Chairmen of the Central Military Commission (CMC) rank at vice-state level 

and thus bestowed with the title “national leader”. Members of CMC without 

chairmanship are not national leaders but have precedence over all other army 

officers and civilian officials under vice-state level.  

- Between these two rank levels, commanders and commissars, along with their 

deputies, of the 4 general departments (General Staff Department, General Politics 

Department, General Logistics Department and General Armament Department), 

7 military regions (headquartered in Beijing, Shenyang, Nanjing, Guangzhou, 

Chengdu, Lanzhou and Jinan), Navy, Air Force, Secondary Artillery Force, Armed 

Police Force, National Defense University and Academy of Military Science make 

two separate ranks of full- and vice-military-regional level (正大軍區級、副大軍

區級). Directors of General Office of CMC and commanders and commissars of 

National University of Defense Technology also rank at vice-military-regional 

level. 

 

See for reference: Ministry of Personnel (1993, p.324) and “The Structure of the 1993 Model” in Li 

(2005, pp. 140-142).  

Note:  

1. This appendix describes the military rank levels before the massive restructuring of PLA starting 

from late 2015.  
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Appendix 5: List of Abbreviations 

 

Abbreviation Meaning In Chinese 

AM Alternative Member of 

Central Committee 

中共中央委員會候補委

員 

CCDI Central Commission for 

Discipline Inspection 

中共中央紀律檢查委員

會 

CCP Communist Party of China 中國共產黨 

CCYL Communist Youth League of 

China 

中國共產主義青年團 

CLGIW Central Leading Group for 

Inspection Work 

中央巡視工作領導小組 

CMC Central Military Commission 中共中央軍事委員會 

CNPC China National Petroleum 

Corporation 

中國石油天然氣集團公

司 

CPLC Central Politics and Law 

Commission 

中共中央政法委員會 

CPPCC Chinese People’s Political 

Consultative Conference 

中國人民政治協商會議 

DM Member of CCDI 中共中央紀律檢查委員

會委員 

FA Full-Army Level 正軍級 

FM Full Member of Central 

Committee 

中共中央委員會委員 

FMR Full-Military-Regional Level 正大軍區級 

FP Full-Provincial/Ministerial 

Level 

正省部級 

FS Full-State Level 正國級 

MLR Land and Resources 國土資源部 

MPS Ministry of Public Security 公安部 

PLA People’s Liberation Army 中國人民解放軍 

Politburo Political Bureau of CCP 

Central Committee 

中共中央政治局 

SASAC State-owned Assets 

Supervision and 

Administration Commission 

國有資產監督管理委員

會 

SOE State-Owned Enterprise 國有企業 

VA Vice-Army Level 副軍級 
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VMR Vice-Military-Regional Level 副大軍區級 

VP Vice-Provincial/Ministerial 

Level 

副省部級 

VS Vice-State Level 副國級 

XPCC Xinjiang Production and 

Construction Corps 

新疆生產建設兵團 

XWCG Xinjiang Work Coordination 

Group 

中共中央新疆工作協調

小組 

 


